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MSU weighs in with more
than ounce of prevention

By ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
If an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure, the scales are certainly tipping in the favor of Murray State
University's faculty and staff.
A strong showing of more than 300
MSU employees at Thursday's health
screening was testimony to that fact.
"It was double the participation as previous health fairs," said Joyce Gordon.
associate vice president of human
resources at Murray State.
According to Dr. Corky Broughton, a
professor and chairman of the department
of wellness and therapeutic sciences, the
screenings are a sign that the university, its
faculty and staff believe in taking preventative measures when it comes to their
health.
"We feel we need to be proactive
instead of reactive," he said.
Still, the reaction is being seen and felt
in more ways than one — including the
Premiums for MSU's self-insured
health plans have decreased from $15 a
month for the most basic plan to about $56
monthly for the more enhanced family
plans, according to information Gordon
shared with the Board of Regents at its
September meeting.
The rates are based on claims from the
last 12 months. At Murray State those
-

bined eon:In-addition to dialTais--,. the days
spent in the hospital were less and there
was a higher level of pre-certification for
procedures. such as MRIs.
Specifically, last year the university had
14 high-claim eases totaling $1.4 million.
This year saw only five cases for
$381,000. Gordon told the regents.
And preventative measures may be a
key. Aside from the health fairs, more than
175 faculty and staff are enrolled in a class
at the Student Recreation and Wellness
Center to offer added insight into their
health needs.
"The goal of wellness is that you present the high-cost items," Gordon told the
regents.
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Photo provided_

Hearing screenings were part ofThursday's faculty and statt health fair at
the North Carr Gym on Murray State University. The university is behind
preventative and educational wellness measures which have seemingly
made an impact with workers.
Started four years ago, the health fairs
and screenings showcased the various disciplines and educational avenues in the
wellness and therapeutic sciences depart-,
ment, which ranged from nursing to occupational safety and health.
Those education experiences for professors and students are still stressed
today, Broughton said. Also, the hospital
element and administrative support have
added to the overall picture, as well.
"After we started, the hospitals wanted

Camp W.O.W. on
standby for evacuees
'By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After daily conversations with fellow Woodmen of the World
members and American Red Cross officials in Abbeville, La.,
Murray's Camp W.O.W. co-manager Mark Anderson is playing
the waiting game.
Anderson was expecting nearly 100 Abbeville. La.. residents
who have been displaced from their homes, which were flooded
last month by Hurricane Rita. But a phone call Thursday pm him
on standby.
: "I'm put on hold until I'm told otherwise," Anderson said
-4, Thursday afternoon.
. The Woodmen of the World camp has been open to hurricane
victims since Labor Day weekend when 116 New Orleans evacuees came abroad volunteer buses. Since then, most of those have
:moved into the community or been reunited with relatives elsewhere.
Anderson. who serves as fraternal director for the Woodmen in
western Kentucky. expected nearly 100 people from Abbeville.
.which is about 160 miles west of. New Orleans. to arrive
Wednesday or Thursday. But he learned Thursday it could be
longer or even not at all.
The lack of derails has become frustrating for Anderson.
"If I'm ready. I'm ready," he said. "It wish I'd get them if I'm
going to or they'd tell me fm not going to so I can plan accordingly for the camp."

to get involved," he explained. MurrayCalloway County Hospital was the first to
join the effort. Lourdes Hospital of
Paducah sponsored the event Thursday.
"And now we have the full support of the
president (Dr. King Alexander).
"It shows we're helping."
Services offered Thursday included
cholesterol screening, heart risk assess.

cogr
Non-resident
applications
approved by
Murray board
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Following hours of meetings
and fact-finding investigations
by Murray Independent and
Calloway County school officials, the Murray Board of
Education has approved 672
applications from non-resident
students who are attending
classes in district school's for the
2005-2006 school year.
The list, a copy of which will
also be sent to the Calloway
County Board of Education for
approval. was worked out
between Dale Reid. Murray's
director of pupil personnel, and
Dennis Fisher. Calloway's
director, as well as other district
-personne-1--during the past three
months.
The total is the maximum
number of non-resident students
from the county allowed to
attend Murray Independent
schools under an agreement
signed by both districts in
March.
Members of the Murray
board approved the list, along
with the addition of about 45
non-resident students from
Marshall and Graves counties
and Mayfield Independent

& I feel
comfortable
with it as does the
superintendent at
Calloway and
the two DPI's.

pp

— Bob Rogers
Murray City Schools Acting
Superintendent
feel that this list is accurate,"
Rogers said. "I feel comfortable
with it as doe4 the superintendent at Calloway and the two •
DPPs."
-As--a-result of the agreement
and approval of the 672 non-resident applications, about 42 percent of Murray's 1,620 students
will pay the $550 tuition to
attend school in the city while
240 students living within the
Murray school district will
attend classes in the county.
Under agreements approved
from other counties' school systems during the meeting.
Murray will also receive student
attendance funding from the
state for 35 Murray Learning
_Academy__ students —.Tr—
om
Marshall County along with
from -three
Mayfield
Independent and another seven
from Graves County schools.
In other business. Terry Blake of RBS Design Group.
which is supervising construction work on Murray Middle
School, said the project is continuing on schedule with renovation work at the three-story
main building to be completed
before students return from
Christmas break in January
2006. •

. aspect.C

meeting of the board at Murray
Elementary School Thursday
night.
. Pointing out the many hours
spent by Reid. Fisher, and other
school personnel in coding student applications and working
together to verify names.
addresses and related information, Acting Superintendent Bob
Rogers told the board that he
and Calloway Superintendent
Steve Hoskins ipere satisfied. A
C0py of the list will also be sent
to Kentucky Board of Education
officials.
"As of today. both districts

Police keeping eye on NYC subways
NEW
YORK (AP) Commuters headed to work
Friday under the watchful eyes
of police aftern newly disclosed
terror threat against the New
York subway system raised the
specter of an attack with explosives concealed in a baby
stroller.
"Hopefully. God's with me
and I'll be OK," said Vinnie
Stella, clutching newspapers
under his arm as he entered the
subway at Penn Station.
Rob Johnson, 30, said he
wasn't worried. "The cops have
it under control." '
Officials in New York
revealed the threat Thursday.
saying an FBI source warned
that terrorists had plotted to
bomb the subway in coming
days. But Homeland Security
officials in Washington downplayed the threat, saying it's of
"doubtful credibility."
Mayor Michael Bloomberg
called it the most specific terrorist threat that New York officials
had received to date, and prom-

CUT
8-10 LBS. OF FAT
RIGHT NOW!
Classes Forming Now!
CALL TODAY'
1110
.
130

M 753-6111
ii1 1 Olive Blvd

ised to flood the subway system
with uniformed and undercover
officers.
"We have done and will continue to do everything we can to
protect this city," - Bloomberg
said at a nationally televised
news conference."We will spare
no resource, we will spare no
expense."
At the Port Authority Bus
Terminal, more officers were
visible on the streets, and one
lane of traffic on Ninth Avenue
was reserved for emergency
vehicles. But at Penn Stationduring the start of morning rush
hour, some subway riders cornminted on a lack of visible
police presence and said no one
had searched their bags. Margarita Morcillo, 60, said
she was not concerned about the
new threat as she emerged from
the subway at the Port Authority.
"We have to press forward.
What can you do about it?"
The New York Police
Department boosted existing
measures to search for bombs in

AP

New York City Police Officers check subway cars at
Columbus Circle today. Security in the city's mass transit
system has been increased following yesterday's
announcement of a specific terrorist threat to the subway
system.
commuters' bags, brief cases and
luggage. The threat also
involved the possibility that terSee Page 3A
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Peppers Automotive

RED TAG SPECIALS
2005 Dodge Durango XIT 414 IIK st3v5ri63
2005 Chrysler Sebring Sedan - White only 23 000 miles #GP568"
2004 Dodge Durango ST 414 - Black, 20K miles #6P5666
2004 Jeep Grin Cliortin Undo - Sher 33K mites #CT5296A
20111 Ford F154 - 4x4 Green 17K miles #1T5609A.
2004 GMC Envoy XUV -White 1% miles *G15591A
2013 Wry &WNW LS -20Black Auto 35K miles aCT51094
2403 Mercury Salk -Green 51K miles, #G15235A.
2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser - Blue 1 owner. 23K miles 10156844
2003 GMC 1500 X Cab $LE -Maroon 77K miles, 6T4339A
2003 Jeep Liberty ITO - White 22K miles #CT51754
2003 Chevy Trailblazer LIZ -Burgundy 34K miles CC52594
2003 Ford Explorer XLT - White 44K miles 1CT4153
2003 Dodge Caravan - ','aroon. 62K miles #GCt5279A
2002 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT -4x4 White. 73K miles #C152706
2002 Dodge Dakota Club SIT - RedSilver. 48K mites #C15158A
2002 Chevy Suburban - Burgundy. 55K miles #G14664
2001 Chevy Silverado X Cab-Gray 72K Mi.. *GT5734A
2001 Chew 1500 Ex Cab 4x4-Green.#GT5256A
2001 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 - Blue. 62K miles #GP5677
2001 Toyota 4Runner - Suver. 44K miles #TP5610
2001 Olds Intrigue - White 52K miles #GP5652
2001 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - Red.65K miles. #GT5390A
2001 Chrysler Town 8 Country -Silver 69K miles. 0757374
1998 Toyota Sienna -Green 75K miles #T15749A
1994 Chevy 1500 EXT Cab Conversion-Red 75K

$21500
$14986
$18950
$15 995
$22 995
520.988
$8950
$9 988
$11 350
S14.750
$15150
519 995
S18.983
58.850
516.150
512.986
$21,995
$12 750
$12950
$I 995
$11 995
S8 987
59988
58 950
58.988
$6966

CARS - CARS - CARS
• . #GP5673
2005 Chevy Cobalt -a
2004 Chevy Malibu - Silver. 32K miles. #GP5693
2004 Chevy Corvette- Silver. 11K miles. #GT5395A
2004 VW Jetta - Tue. 16K miles. #GP5678
2004 Mitsubishi Spyder Convertible - Burgundy. 21K Mi., 0GP5660
48K miles. #GT6069A
2003 Chevy Malibu 2003 Toyota Corolla.CE - Burg.. Auto. 60K miles. #6P56676
2003 Pontiac Suntire - Blue, 2 Dr., 38K. Stk. #CT5235A
2003 Nissan Maxima - Gray, 50K miles. #CT5312E3
2003 Ford Mustang - Red. 50K miles, ITC57536
2002 Chevy Impala 7Imp_ala .Black. 75K miles. #CT5321A
•
2001 Toyota Avalon - White. 1-61(MT#GC5710A
2000 Mercury Grand Marquis- Red. 64K miles. #TC5681A
2000 Nissan Maxima - Silver. 103K miles. 075806A
1999 Dodge intrepid ES-- Silver, I Owner. 1CT5333A
1998 Ford Crown Victoria - Blue. 87K miles. #TC60506 •
1996 Cadillac Seville - Black. #GT53906
•

TRUCKS - TRUCKS - TRUCKS
2005 Dodge Dakota Quad 4x4 Laramie -

8K

2005 GMC 2500 HD X Cab - Black. 9K miles. *GR5687
2005 Toyota Tundra Crew - White 7K miles. #GT6030A
2004 Ford F150 XCab - Tap 26K miles, #GT6063A
211134-Ford-F25trilablittset-zAME121Mtnyi_Vogir16K miles. #75602A
2004 Toyota Tacoma • -rev:I.
.;
2004 GMC 1500 X Cab S
2004 Dodge 1500 Quad SIT -Gray, only 10K miles. *CT51264
2003 Chevy Silverado IS - nite. 32K miles #TT56174
2003 Dodge Dakota Quad - Burgundy. 35K miles, #TT5750A
2002 Ford F150 X Cab 4x4 - Red. 43K miles *G135659
2002 Toyota Tundra XCab Ltd. - Green 59K miles tGT6030B
2002 Ford F150 X Cab - Red 43K miles. GP5659
2002 Dodge Dakota Quad 414 - .Rlack 50K miles. #GT5724A
2002 Ford Ranger Ex Cab XLT '1-6 Auto. Tan 53K.Miles #CT6009:2001 GMC Sierra XCab 171 - Red. 90K mites. #CT53536
2000 Ford F150 XCab - White 31K miles irGC6008AA
2000 Ford F250 X Cab Diesel-- Blue 114K miles. ig5614AA
2000 Dodge 1500 X Cab - Silver 52K
1999 Chevy S-10 LS - T3n sP5603E
1999 Cherry Silverado XCab Z71-BIKK. 1„ip.
1999 Ford F-150 Super Cab - White 129K miles iiGP5617B

VANS & SUVS - VANS & SUVS
2005 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited IWB - S,ivei. 10K miles #GP5701
2005 Dodge Grand Caravan SE - Silver. R AC Lori! 1 Owner iCT5257A
2005 Chevy Suburban LT - Sher sTC6053A
2005 Ford Explorer - 73r. 10K miles, #GP5680
2005 Dodge Grand Caravan SE - Rear C. #GP5682
2004 Chevy Trailblazer IS - Blue. 4P5694
2004 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon - Silver. 27K miles *GP57Cil
2004 Chevy Trailblazer IS - Blue. EGP5694
2004 Mitsubishi Endeavor IS - AWD. Blue. 43K miles. 06P56894
2004 Chevy Avalanche - Black. #GP5679
2003 Chevy Trail Blazer LT.Ext.- Tan,60K miles. 3rd row seat. CT52584
2003 Ford Explorer - Slyer. 45K miles. #GC5489A
2003 Cadillac Escalade SUV- Black, 39K miles. #TT60604
2002 Olds Bravada - White. 76K miles, #GT5624A
2002 Ford Escape XLT - Blue. V6. auto., #C15272
2002 Jeep liberty LTO - White. 62K miles, #C15342A
2002 Chevy Avalanche - Tan, 52K milts,/GT54466
2002 GMC Yukon 4x4 - Black. 54K mites. #GP5690
2002 Nissan Xterra XE - Burgandy. 38K miles. #CT5320A
2001 Ford Escape 4z4- Black, 65K miles. CT60358
2001 Mitsubishi Montero - White. 83K miles. 0GC55848
2001 Lincoln Navigator- Tan,55K mi.. #TC5782A
2001 Ford Windstar - Silver 58K mi , #GT5787A
2001 Chevy Venture IS - SilveP, 51K miles, #CT5312A
2000 GMC Denali -Silver, #GP56584
•
2000 Chevy Tahoe - White, 76K miles, #GT5774 .
2000 Dodge Durango $1.1- Blue. 3rd seat. 64K miles. #GP5688
2000 GMC Safari*-- White. 66K Mt,. #CT52808
2000 Chrysler Voyager - Silver. 54K miles. *TC6022A
1999 Dodge Duty* SIT 4z4- Red. light Rack. only 68K mi #GP5691
1999 Pontiac Montana - Tan BOK miles. #G155904
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee LTD 4x4- Maroon. 88K Miles. 0TC57326
Discixime,

"Whatever It Takes We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company”

Pt"Pftst;ecc
Automotive Group Used Cars 6 Trucks
2400 E. Wood St.. Pans
1731) 642-5661
1-800-748-8816

2420 E. Wood St.. Paris
731)642-3900
1-800-325-3229

Dexter man faces drug
charges in Paducah
Staff Report
'Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Jerry
Mardis, 43, of Dexter, faces
charges of possession of a controlled substance, 1st degree
(metharnphetaminel. and possession of drug paraphernalia.
1st degree, following an investigation of thefts and related criminal mischief in the area of
Stinespring Estates in Paducah,
according to a press release from
the Paducah Police Department.
Also facing charges are Troy
English, 25 and January
English, 26, both of Poole Road
in Paducah.
The three were taken into
custody after a search warrant
was issued Thursday for the residence of Troy English.
During the search, several
items related to illegal drug use
were found. They included pills
not in the original container,
glass, pipes with residue of
Methamphetamine.
digital
scales with white residue and
precut plastic bags commonly
used for packaging drugs,
Assistant Chief Gary Reese

rePoned•
. There was no evidence found
linking English or any other
defendant listed in this search to
the Stinespring cases.
According to the release.
Mardis was found in the residence during the search. A pipe
with methamphetamine was
located in a bag belonging to
Mardis.
January English. wife of Troy
English. was also in the resi--Jdence. She was charged after an
interview with detectives.
Troy and January English
face charges of possession of a
controlled substance. 2nd degree
(Lortab), possession of a controlled substance, 3rd degree
(Valium), possession of a controlled substance. 1st degree
(Orainorph SR), trafficking in a
contiolled substance. 1st degree
Methamphetamine), and possession of a controlled substance
not in the original container.
January English also faces a
possession of drug paraphernalia charge. Troy English faces
the same charge in the Second
degree.

SheriffPOlicefireLogs
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
• In September. deputies served 175 papers; opened 97 cases,
including nine drug-related matters; investigated 37 accidents,
including 14 with injuries: made 58 arrests; and received 551
calls for service and 147 calls for animal control.
Murray Police Department
• Jeff Schroader, 38, of Murray. was arrested on a warrant charging him with fraudulent use of a credit card at 11:43 p.m.
Wednesday. He was arrested after an officer responded to a
complaint of a suspicious male at Fourth and Chestnut streets at
11:31 p.m.
• Possible fraud was reported at 4:55 p.m. at 405 N. Fifth St.
• Extra patrol was requested at the parks during regular business
hours because of a harassment incident.
• A burglary was reported at a Calloway Gardens residence at
6:32 p.m. Thursday.
• A possible prowler was reported at 803 Broad St. but was gone
with an office arrived. Extra patrol was requested for the area.
• A non-injury, hit-and-run accident was .reported at 12:03 a.m.
Friday at North 16th Street and Diuguid Drive. One female was
arrested after a vehicle fled the scene to University Heights.
Carol Spann, 41, of Murray. was charged with first-offense driving under the influence, no insurance, leaving scene of an accident and expired registration tag.
• An assault was reported at Speedway at 3:18 a.m. Friday..
Murray State University Police Department
• A cigarette lighter was on fire by the benches in front Winslow
Dining Hall at 6:24 p.m. Wednesday. The light, which was stuck
to the sidewalk, was out when an officer arrived. Murray Fire
Department and the state fire marshal also were advised.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Nine firefighters responded at 12:56 p.m. Thursday to a house
fire at a single-family dwelling at 108 Tanner Drive. The home
was totally engulfed in flames when the firemen arrived on the
scene. They were there about two hours. The house was a total
loss.
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters responded to the old Fine Arts Building on MSU's
campus at 1:35 p.m. because of a water problem. They were on
the scene about 13 minutes and restored the sprinkler system.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
before some clearing late. Lows
will be in the mid 40s.
Saturday will be mostly
sunny with highs in the mid 60s.
followed by partly cloudy skies
and lows in the 40s Saturday
night

own Crier
NOTICE
•The Housing Authority of
Murray
of
Board
Commissioners will not meet
in October.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

Photo provided
More than 300 faculty and staff of Murray State University participated in Thursday's
health fair at Carr Health Center on campus.
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From Front

ments. blood pressure screenings, and an EKG test
related to heart health. Respiratory health tests
included pulmonary function and smoking cessation, and cancer awareness tests covered -colon
cancer, breast cancer. and prostate cancer for the
first time.
Other assessments covered body fat, nutrition,
hone density. sleep disOrder, diabetes awareness,
memory. anxiety. stress and hearing.

And the screenings have led to changes,
Broughton said.
While hesitant to call the measures "life
savers." he said they may be more "life iluingers,"
after revealing possible health risks or areas of
concern such as weight or high blood-pressure.
"It's alerting people and they're catching things
earlier in life." he said.
Staff writer Kristin litylor contributed to this
article.

facility would be opened floor- struction of a new concession
by-floor, beginning with the stand, locker room area and
"We're looking at ifiuis ing third floor, for teachers to start lavatory building at Ty Holland
into the building in December." moving furniture, books and Stadium is planned. Along with
other work to improve appearBlake said, noting that the older equipment by mid-December.
Later in meeting, Reid, who ance and efficiency of the stadiis also the district's director of um area, he said the price tag
operations. said students would was estimated at $225.000.
he moved from the Austin and However he said the cost will
Arts buildings to the main build- possibly total less than that
ing following Christmas break amount.
He also noted that there is
so the two older buildings could
John Nix PurdcJason Billington
Bob Biilington
be razed and Phase IV construc- room in the area to expand the
tion on a new entranceway for 'rear parking lot to include about
25 more parking places to help
the new building could begin.
Any demolition work on the relieve some of the traffic contwo buildings will take place gestion along Ninth Street.
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
In other actions.. the board:
while students are away.
1
Meanwhile. Blake said con
II Approved it motion allowing board members to donate
pay due to them for their servic•
•
•
es to school activities, student
groups. or other school-related
e.xpenses. Board Chairman
Richard Crouch. vice-chairman
Jerry - Duncan and members
•
Laura
Pitman.
Donnie
Winchester
and
Stuart
Alexander have chosen todonate their time for board busiow'
ness free-of-charge.
Specializheg
Under state rules, they can
in custom framing,
collect $75 per person, per meetart, photofranws,
ing to a maximum of $2,000
voecialiv gifts.
annually for their efforts. At the
borne in ents
INTRODUCING
A more'
maximum amount, the fiveORIGINAL ETCHINGS
member board could donate as
much as $10,000 to various
BY RUSSIAN ARTIST DAN MITRA
school activities: together or as
individuals. They would also be
Exclusive & fine hand-crafted items including Lady Primroses'
allowed to take the pay or place
it into a 403b savings account.
body & bath products. Spears pottery and Raku pottery!
•Approved Roger's appointment of Special Education
Director Judy. Muehleman to the
Evaluation Appeal Panel with
Kaku
1
(4**
*
Reid Serving as an alternate. The
Royal
panel considers appeals from
Itathng & skin
district certified and classified
I uasm.
employees concerning their
annual evaluations.

From Front
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Residents' Rights Proclamation

CAMPBELL
REALTY
24-HOUR MAXIMUM EXPOSURE
When you list your home with us.
Anytime, Anywhere, Potential Home Buyers Can
Instantly Get Everything They Need To Buy Your Home.
Need space for the kids? This home is on a double lot in
the city. 3 bdr, one ba fresh paint, and new carpet make
it complete $67.900 mls #27096

This home has been remodeled throughout All new hard
wood floors large master bdr with be • •
•
ances only one year old This 4 bdr _
and spacious Just $98900 mls #26450

This nicely remodeled home is sitting on a beautiful lot with
almost 50 feet ot road frontage Perfect for a family or a couple just starling out This home has lot's of pnvacyf 3 bdr
and 1 ba $62.500 mls #23196
Photo provided

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Long Term Care and West View Nursing Home
recognized National Residents• Rights Week during October 2-8. 2005. The theme,
"Toge,ther WE Can...Achieve Resident Directed Care,- was reflected in the week
activities, including the Resident Council Parties. A proclamation was also signed
to recognize this national week. Pictured from left to right are (front) Judge
Executive Larry Elkins and Mayor Tom Rushing (back) Joanna Thomas. Long Term
Care Activities Coordinator; Gina Hargrove, Social Services; Melissa Lewis, Social
Services; Sandra J. Dick, Vice President of Long Term Care; Melissa Lewis, Social
Services; Pati Bedwell, West View Activities Coordinator; and Valerie Morris, Social
Services.

Looking for multi-family or single family residence very
close to Murray State University" Look no further, this
home is great for an investment or a place for a student
to live Don't just consider this as a multi-family properly — could also be a great home for 1st time home
buyer. $94.900 mls #25173

Need privacy? This 3 bdr., 2 ba. offers just that. A
great wrap around porch for those spring days
coming up Make an appointment today, $59.500
mls #24699

JUST REDUCED! Great neighborhood. lots of storage
in the garage, fenced in backyard. Storage shed all in
this three bdr two ba. home $108.900 mls #24054

This home is zoned residential or commercial in
Murray's business distnct. This would make a great
rental investment or office. It has a large back yard,
two bdr one ba. $51.900 mls #27768
Five bay clean-up shop on approx 1 acre lot, floor
drains, roll-up door, office, restroorn, additional septic
system. air compressor. $78,000. mts #25829

This commercial property has so Much potential for so many different types of businesses II has been utilized as a detail shop
And a graphic arts office There is a small office in front with bathroom The fifth bay has a separate entrance that will allow for
rental income There is space fc- 2,:',25 cars rills *26079
5114.900

Bush gets $50B more for wars
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate voted today to give
President Bush $50 billion more
for the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan and U.S. military
efforts against terrorism, money
that would push total spending
for the operations beyond $350
billion.
In a 97-6 vote:the:GOP-Controlled Senate signed off oti the
money as Part of a $445 billion
military spending bill for the
budget year that began Oct. 1.
The measure would also put
restrictions on the treatment of
detainees who are suspected terrorists _ a provision that has
draw n a White House veto threat
and demonstrated a willingness
by Republican • lawmakers to
challenge Bush.

Passage comes at a time
when public support for Bush
and the Iraq fighting has slipped,
U.S. Casualties have climbed
and Congress has grown
increasingly frustrated with the
direction of the conflict.
The Senate bill provides $5
billion more for the wars than
riat Nn
the 1-16-ifSe --N7eES
is expected to include the full
$50 billion extra after HouseSenate negotiators work out
their differences over the coming weeks.
"It's absolutely necessary to
support our people who are in
the field, both in uniform and
who do intelligence work
throughout the world." said Sen.
Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, the
chairman of the Senate defense

appropriations subcommittee.
Senators rushed to finish the
bill before leaving Friday for a
10-day recess because military
officers have informally told
them they will need the money
by mid-November to 'continue
war operations.• The Bush
administration has not formally
requested mote war money. but
costs are certain with no end to
the Iragsonflict in sight.
Stevens said the $50 billion
should last through the first half
of the year, but acknowledged
that Congress likely will have to
approve more money for wars in
May or June. Overall, both the
Senate and House bills provide
for a 3.1 percent pay raise for
the military and increased benefits for troops.

II Subway..
From Front
stroller with a bomb, a law
enforcement official said, speaking on condition of anonymity
because the investigation is
ongoing.
The official said the threat
was "specific to place." and that
the window for the attack was
anywhere from Friday through
at least the weekend. ,
In Washington. Homeland
Security Department spokesman
Russ Knocke said "the intelligence community has concluded
this information to be of doubtful credibility. We shared this
information early on with state
and local authorities in New
York." Knocke did not elaborate.
A counterterror official, Who
was briefed about the threat by
Homeland Security authorities
and spoke on condition of
anonymity, said the intelligence
did not reflect "on-the-ground.
pre-surveillance"
detailed.
methods consistent with credible information. Rather, the official said, the intelligence was
similar to "what can be found on
the Internet and. a map of New
York City."
The law. enforcement official
in New York said that city officials"had known about the threat
at least since Monday, but held
the information until two or
three al-Qaida operatives were
arrested in Iraq within the past
24 hours, Once the arrests were
made, officials felt they could
go public, the official said.
Those arrested had received
in
training
explosives
Afghanistan. the same official
said Friday. They had planned to
travel through Syria to New
York. and then meet with an
unspecified number of operatives to carry out the bombings.
military
U.S.
The
spokesman's office in Baghdad
had no information on the
arrests. Pentagon spokesman
Bryan Whitman said he had seen
no indication of a U.S. military
operation to round up al-Qaida
operatives.•
On Thursday, a television station said it held off on reporting
about the subway threat for two
days because officials in New
York and Washington voiced

concerns that public safety subway stations. In July. the city
could he affected and ongoing began random subway searches
following the' London, train
operations jeopardized.
WNBC reporter Jonathan bombings.
Gov. George Pataki said
Dienst. who coVers security antiterrorism issues, said he started Thursday the state would call up
making calls about the threat on hundreds of National Guard
Tuesday. Local and federal offi- troops and ask Connecticut and
cials then got in touch, express- New Jersey to patrol commuter
ing concern that airing the story trains.
New York's security level
would do damage.
The station decided to hold remained at orange. the same
off, citing "the intensity of the level it has stayed at since the
level of the request," said Dan Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks.
Forman. vice president of news. Bloomberg said there was no
An estimated 4.5 million pas- indication that' the threat was
sengers ride the New York sub- linked to this mOnth's Jewish
way on an average weekday. holidays.
The system has more than 468

Debbie Sparks, MA, EdS, LPCA
Mental Health Counseling Professional
Integrating a faith-based perspective with
'psychological principles to treat the whole person
• Marriage and Family Life • Adolescent Adjustment
• Career Counseling • Life Adjustment Issues • Forgiveness Therapy

Alexander & Associates
Counseling Center
)Main Street • Murray • (270)759-3138

* Notice! *

NOW
OPEN
Come visit us at our
New Location!

Excellent buy!! Virtually a BRAND NEW HOUSE.
House has been remodeled from top to bottom!!!
Everything is new and can be yours immediately!!
A buyers dream, move viand no remodeling fuss.
Three bdr. 1 ba. on 1 ac. $86,900. mls #27612
Want country living and need a well kept home with
some acreage? This home has a great layout and
beautiful views. Two bdrs. and one ba, with
detached garage. All new windows. Just $74,900.
mls #28041

Priced to sell! This 4 bdr., 3 ba home offers it all!
A wood privacy fence enclosing the entire backyard with outbuilding, screened-in porch. Inside
you will find Pella windows new hardwood lamnant floors, fresh paint. $134,900 mis.a27148
JUST REDUCED! This lovely home is situated on
11 'ac. with additional barn. 6 horse stalls. extra
,--work.stiop-and pond Inctrip_pniny ctinrrinm with
french doors opening into a large family room_ 4
IDdrs., 2 ba. and entertainment -rbom makes it
,
- X0mpfete. $259,900 mils #26041

te,t I
•
,oerfect home is just waiting for you Five bedrooms
and 4 oaths leads you into this spacious home. Mother-In-laws
quarters upstairs, fish pond. hied & hardwood floors, are just a
few of the amenities. Double car detached garage that can be
a workshop and a two car attached garage make this a perfect
home for car enthusiasts. 5325.000 mls li27857

• Sony Video Equipment
• Home Theater Systems
•Surround Sound/Outdoor

Country living just outside city limits 3 bdr, 2 ba Won't
last long at this price Must see $104.900 rnts #25784

This beautiful ranch style home sits on a treed c ner lot of 1.15 ac. It boasts a covered porch spanning the front of the home. A spacious design, that
includes 3 large bdrs., office and 2 ba. Quality oak
cabinets make it complete. $138,900 mls #27069
Need a five bedroom home. Here it is' All brick too
Located on a corner lot. This home is only 4 years
new and shows it too. Hardwood floors, whirlpool tub
.—
are jusi uiiie uf the amenities of-thrs--great--hcrmeDon't miss it! $229.900 mls #27709
Excellent money making potential. Owner keeps
this beautiful resort rented out every weekend
during the summer and other months as well.
Appx. 4,000 sq ft pavilion. full access bar, ref.,
dance floor etc.. stage, two cabins to rent out.
Plenty of parking for camping. The man made lake
is great for swimming. This makes a great retreat
for weddings. family reunions or company picnics
$289.900 mls #26611
JUST REDUCED! Take a look at this beautiful
waterfront condo 2 bdr 2 ba with private dock &
elevator. This unit is located on the top floor with
great views of the water Home is fully furnished
$134.900 mls #25340
Great commercial loll $250.000. Two other lots
available for $499.900 Corner of Sycamore &
Hwy. 641 mls #26281

Absolutely the best land in Calloway County! 305 ac
of prime property This property is surrounded by
beautiful estates See a virtual tour of this unbelievable property go to bcampbellreatty.com and preview.
$959,900 mls #26455

Lee Marine is now for sale' Large showroom with two
offices_ Great repair shop with two warehouse buildings, with large overhead doors 10 storage units A
large warehouse in which boats up to 38' can be
stored. Both property and business for just $390.000
Property can be bought alone, mls #25352

This is a beautiful working farm 180 ac can be row
crops or pasture land. Great brick home with 2 bdr
and 1 ba Tobacco barn and silos make up a complete
package Beautiful building sites as well. This is a
great find, tucked away but yet close to town MUST
SEE to appreciate. $779,900 mls #26616

One of Murray's finest restaurants is available for sale The
largest restaurant in Murray boasts 3 levels for a different
dining expenence for everyone The price includes restaurant building & equipment $899.900 Call 759-8780

High visibility on this great commercial property. corn& of Sycamore & 12th Street. Great visual appeal
from all directions. $499.900 mls#24035

Business/Commercial property on over 1 ac Near
MSU, Lowe's. & Wal-Mart $195.000 mls #24198

HT Marketing Building, great warehouse with loading
docks Office building was built with quality in mind
High executive office as well as large work station
areas for many employees Possible 150 parking
spaces. Great for relocation of a business or a business that is growing $849.900 mist* 23095

Buy A House From Campbell Realty, Get
Your Appraisalfee For FREE! Call For Details!
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Realtor Assistant
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Alan
Thornburg
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(Corner of 8th & Arcadia)
Ask about our commercial
or residential phone. sound
and security systems

with a pond and creek. This 3 bdr 1 5 be. with fireplace
in this peacefully setting can be yours Come take a
look and don't •miss the outbuildings, there are four
$129,900. mls #24406

Looking for a great business investment? This
building is a fully furnished restaurant, equipped
with an ice cream parlor. With over 6.000 sq ft.
and 3 ac. of land you can make it almost anything
you want. Business is open now and ready for you
to purchase. $199,900 mls #25931

509 N.8th Street
On-display in our
HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens

JUST_REDUCED! Out in the country! Approx. 16 ac.
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Member of Murray's Multiple Listing Service

Over 100 years of
combined experience'
SALES I SERVICE I INSTALLATION

* MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.*

(270) 753-7567

112 N. 12th • Murray • (270) 759-878
www.bcampbellrealty.com

FORUM
Disturbance from
banned book list
- Boob are like people.
Nobody is the same, thanks to
countless influences and personal decisions — both good
and bad.
Likewise, not every book
will appeal to every person. In
other words, we have freedom.
Freedom
is epitomized in the
nation's First
Amendment.
Earlier this
week my
Freedom
Forum dayby-day calTaylor
endar quoted
author
Made
Henry David
By Kristin
Thoreau:
Taylor
Ledger & Times "Books must
he read as
Staff Writer
deliberately
and
reservedly as
they were written."
The same day a friend led
me online to the American
Library Association's list of the
most frequently challenged
books between 1990 and 2000.
The list disturbed me, both as
someone who believes in freedom and an avid reader.
I scrolled down the list. As
titles jumped out to me. I kept
thinking. "You•ve got to be kid-ding me. I loved that book."
(Or. in a couple of cases.
-You've got to be-k-idding
My teacher as'signed that
hook")
Growing up as a slightly
nerdy student. I remember los.ing "Bridge to Terabithia" by
Katherine Paterson. "Ordinary
People" by Judith Guest, Toni
Morrison'."Song of Solomon"
and Harper Lee's "iii Kill A
Mockingbird," I'm certain none
of their words led me astray.
like some banned-Nioks suploners elaini There's snore
chance they actually encouraged ine.u. dream of being a
writer and taught- hiiw to
create pictures in my niind with
words.
As an elementary school
principal.-my dad -csen ate worms as a reading incentive.
thanks to inspiratam trom
"How to Eat Fried %mos"
guess that means he was
encouraging in.ippripriate
nisi as some critic.
behas
say the hook does.
I know lot surc sse
Js
public Naito! students read Mark Twain's •:The
Ads entures of Huckleberry
Finn." "Flowers for Algernon;
by Daniel Kees and "A
Wrinkle in Time- hs Madeleine

L'Engle and probably others.
Again, even if I didn't love
these stories, I'm glad my
teachers saw fit to ignore
Unnecessary controversy over
whether our library should have
these novels.
Judy Blume was at the top of
my list, and apparently at the
bottom of others. with
"Blubber," "Forever," "Are You
There, God? It's Me. Margaret"
and -Tiger Eyes," which I've
read at least eight times and
still have on my bookshelf a!
home. Good thing Bever')
Cleary didn't make the often
banned book list. Ramona
became my friend through the
pages, like so many characters.
"Scary Stories," especially a
tale called "High Beams." did
stick with me enough that I still
check the back seat of my car
before I get in it, day or night.
But that's not such a had thing!
Although this is coming from a
girl who loves crime television
shows, and not someone who
claims the children's book is
too morbid.
Is it really necessary to question "James and the Giant
Peach" and other lilies that spur
children to use their imagination? Also, I can honestly say I
never saw a picture of a topless
woman while hunting through
"Where's Waldo?" as some
claim in their challenges against
OK,so hack to the list.
Included are some non-fiction
resources books on sex and the
coffee-table-like, out-of-print
."Sex" by Madonna. Here's the
thing. use the sex education
hooks for just that and keep
Madonna's attempt at publishing away from children: And,
remember, not all Judy Blume
books were meant for kids.
That's the thing. Not all •
books were meant for all_people. Choose cautiously. but
don't Scale people off from
reading. There's a stark difference in just banning books and
being wise.
Come to think of it, I'm
thankful I had teachers along
the way who believed in reading enough to lei me sample
different stories along the way,
even some where being challenged for not being illustrations of the perfect "Little
!louse on the Prairie" life.
I really think I'm better for
being a reader;even of books
off this list. At this point, I just
want to reread some classics
from my childhood.
Who would want to ban "A
light in the Attic" anyway?
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The Mullet Wrapper
Every morning the people line up at the .
counter before sunrise, before the heat of an
unmistakable dog day of summer takes control of their lives and the damp fetid air
weighs them down under a blanket of
humidity and can he compared to walking
underwater. Te
ishing-glow-of sodium,
strce-Chtinps pa-MANI-the
street an eerie orange,
and thunder rumbles in
the distance like a steel
sheet being hung Out to
dry
This is Sand 's Cafe.
and the gathering of ctitomers looks like
Guest Voice patients in a psychiatric
By Michael
hospital waiting at a
Suit)
takeout window for their
Author, Poet & daily meds. in this
ease,
Columnist
steaming hot buecht the
brewed poured thick and
black, or cafe con leche
forced though a hissing, spitting machine
that froths the milk to a bubhling abundance.
The early morning assemblage is heterogeneous. a complex mosaic of people from
all walks and stations of life, as different in
character as bacon is from eggs. but hound
together by the geography of the 2 s 4 mile
island/city that is Key West.
.One interesting commonality is that
most present are holding a copy of one of
Key West's local newspaper% tucked under
their arms, the newspaper they individually
'love to hate', but read religiously.
One paper. not so affectionately called
"The Mullet Wrapper",.,the Key West
Citizen. Some laugh at the Citizen's Crime
Report that details how a man was caught
leaving a supermarket with a package of
pork chops in his pants. Others grumble
about the newspaper's reluctance to name
names in the anonymous Citizen's Voice
column, which draws an equal number of
admirers and detractors, from tree huggers
to others who boast, "I'll drive an SUV if I
want to". And the Daily Calendar listing
the number of cruise ships in port on any
given day can make temperatures and tempers rise or fall exponentially.
"Five ships, what's that all about?" is
more than enough to instigate a heated
debate about the pros and cons of Key
West's tourist-based economy.
Key West The Newspaper. nicknamed

the Blue Paper because of the color of its
have debated over the years and have now
headline banner, is a muckraker's playset Many of them thinking of pulling up
ground. Its editor is a feisty piece ofjourstakes.
nalism himself, who has managed to endear
Meanwhile, the debates continue. The
himself to absolutely no one in the local
cast of characters at Sandy's Cafe is congovernment but has legions ofKey Westers
stantly in a state of flux, as it is at the
who at nines loathe hitmi, but ai
-Riviera-C-afe-and4he-small-4
quoting him:
on Bertha Street, and the one in the United.
- Then there is Sotares Hill. whose'editori- Street laundry. But the conversations at
al slant has'caused them to be labeled "that
these cafés sound very familiar. his akin
liberal rag," but is so well written that it's
to sitting on the front porch before televihard to stay mad at them, even if your poli- sion hypnotized us into becoming devotees
tics are a full pendulum swing in the oppoof the goddess of the one-eyed boob tube.
site direction.
People are talking to people about cornThese local gazettes always manage to
munity•concerns: conversations are heard
contain the topic of the moment, the one
about births and deaths, Key West baseball,
That everybody has an opinion about. It's
hurricane season, local elections, a neighrarely about the cost of a barrel of oil, or
bor's arrest for pilfering quarters from
the disarray in Iraq (those topics can be
downtown parking meters, a politician, of
found abundantly in mainland's Miami
all things, misbehaving. All of those topics
Herald or the Sun Sentinel. But, more
stir heated conversation and cause particioften the buzz du jour might be about the
pants to wave their copies of the newspaper
overpopulation of "Key West Free Range
they love to hate as evidence supporting
Chickens.- who blithely roam our streets,
their positions. The content of these local
or the beach closings being blamed this
newspapers causes a constant percolation; a
week on pelicans and iguanas, or our commoan-and-groan-chicken-little-the-sky=ismunity college's dismissal of a popular
falling-que-sera-sera-there's-no-place-liketeacher.
home atmosphere.
The customers at Sandy's Cafe are not
Key West's population is. a complex
shy about sharing a piece of their mind.
dichotomy of eclectic and electric individuVoices are raised, newspapers shaken,
als as diverse and distant from each other as
hands convey emotions that the spoken
the earth is to the moon, but folded and
word can not sufficiently express. Real
molded to fit onto this tiny island, where
estate prices, the condominiumization of the somehow' all manage to look at Key West
island, the homeless; a stream of subjects
as home. Our local newspapers help to
presents no end of experts willing to offer
reduce the !simmering sauce in this jumbled
advice. It doesn't matter if an article is well
potpourri from world to nation, to city, to
written, or if the "spell checker" has malcommunity, to a dozen people hanging
functioned, they had better make sure that
around a dozen cafes swapping everything
the Yard Sale section is accurate.
from tall tales to stark realities. And just
There is no denying it: our local newspa- like many other small town gazettes,
pers are community forums that get the
prompting its citizens, for the good of the
blood boiling and prompt the gray matter to community, to ask Who, What. Why,
activity. The papers' quirky idiosyncrasies,
Where, and When.
themselves are as much °fa catalyst to the
reader as the subject matter within.
Michael Suib is a published poet and
Today, Key West is rapidly undergoing
author whose columnsfirst appeared in that
immense changes. Property values have
"liberal rag," Solares Hill, and then in
shot through the roof, affordable housing
"The Mullet Wrapper" hefondly refers to
has become nearly non-existent and we are
as the Key West Citizen. His latest book is
hemorrhaging teachers, police, fire and
Confessions ofa -Key West Cabbie. His
medical personal at an alarming rate. The
weekly column. Dateline: Paradise, now
service industry's workers are "gettin• outta appears Sundays in The Miami Herald. He
Dodge", and there may soon be no one left
can be reached by e-mail at mas@Pearthto make the coffee. And our artists, writers
ling.net or his columns can be read in the
and journalists are leaving for, if not greenHerald's print edition or online at wwwherer, cheaper pastures. These are the very
ald.cont.
problems that our bucchi-drinking locals
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✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@m urrayledger.com
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.

V The Murray Ledger & Tunes reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you" nature that
single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a whole,
will not be accepted.
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Obituaries
Wednesday. Oct. 5.2005. at 11:30 a.m. at the home of her daughter Mrs. Ethelyn Summers tile. Atlanta. Ga.; four grandchildren
in Centralia. 111.
A memorial service will he Saturday at II am. in the chapel of
Mrs. Lurine Erwin Cooper, 92, Murray, died Thursday. Oct. 6,
Funeral Home. Ocala. Ha.
Roberts
Baptist
Church.
member
Northside
a
of
was
she
A
homemaker,
2005, at 11:50 a.m. it Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
of sympiittq may he made to Hospice of Mans"
Foy,
Expressions
L.C.
brother,
one
and
Sadler,
the
Her
Edgar
Rev.
husband,
A homemaker, she was a member of South
P.O.
4860. Ocala, Fla., 34478.
James
Box
County,
late
the
of
in
her
daughter
both
the
was
preceded
She
death.
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. where
Wesley
and
Watts
Foy
Foy.
Nancy
she was a past Sunday school teacher, choir
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Debbie Sadler, Centralia.
director and member of the Cordelia Erwin
one
son, Danny garner, Chandler, Ariz.; _five sisters. Mrs. Helen
Circle- of United Methodist Women. She was
also a member of the Murray Woman's Club and Bruce, Sedalia, Mrs. Sue Bynum, Mrs. June Hamilton and Mrs. Ann
Barber, all of Water Valley, and Mrs. Janice Hawks, Martin, Tenn.;
Pottertown Homemakers Club.
one brother, Cleveland Foy, Lynn Grove; three grandchildren; three Olen Butez Beach
Preceding her in death were her husband,
Olen Butez.Beach. "Beach.- as.hc. WAS called by his grandchilR.L. Cooper in February 2000: one daughter, great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown dren and great-grandchildren.
92' years old when he passed
Mary Christie Cooper; four sisters, Ellen Erwin
Cooper
On, Lucille Erwin Cooper, Leola Erwin and Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Donald Doster will officiate.
away of cancer at 2:40 p.m. on Sept. 30. 2003. in Michigan.
Pallbearers will he Charles Harrington, Ronnie Bruce. Stephen
Clara Erwin Key; and one brother, Ordest Houston Erwin. Born July
Beach drove a bus for the city of Dearborn for 30 years and
25, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Harrington, Bobby Sadler, Barry Sadler and Larry Bynum, active;
a
member of the Fraternal Order of the Masons.
lifetime
Sadler,
Karen
Wilford,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, Dana
Joseph Emmit Erwin and Mary Outland Erwin.
He
predeceased by his father, Princess Eugene Beach, his
was
Hyden
and
Smehglio
Trevor
Jayla
Amy
Wilford,
Smeriglio.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jan Cooper Taylor and
Union
Bible
Cora
the
in
May Magness Beach. his wife, Ruby Odelle Trimbk
mother,
husband, Ronald. Starkville. Miss., and Mrs. Sarah Cooper Kubicki Smeriglio, honorary. Burial will follow
10
from
home
funeral
the
Cemetery,
at
Martin.
be
will
Visitation
Betty Kilpatrick. sons. Sherman and Donald
Beach,
daughter,
Jo
Mary
Mrs.
and husband, Michael, Tinley Park, Ill.; one sister,
Beach, and grandsons. Larry Robinson and Ralph Beach. as well as
Erwin Swearengin, Murray; one brother, James Euel Erwin and a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday.
his brothers. Ohs, Hugh and Magness(Pete) Beach. and sister. Vern.:
wife, Brenda, Hazel; two grandchildren, Andrew Joseph Kubicki
and Jana Christine Kubicki, Tinley Park.
Cope Lyons.
Addly Eugene (Gene) Russell
The funeral will be Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
Addly Eugene (Gene) Russell, 80, Ocala, Ha., formerly of
He is survived by- his daughter, Margaret Robinson, 13 grandchilUnited Methodist Church. The Revs. Fred Morton and Joey Reed Murray, Ky., died Wednesday, Oct. 5, 2005, at 11 p.m. at Ocala dren, 36 great-grandchildren. eight great-great-grandchildren and
will officiate. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Nursing Home.
many nieces and nephews.
Cemetery.
He was a former education professor at
A graveside burial service at Mt. Carmel Cemetery will be held
. Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4:30 to 8
Murray State University and a Navy veteran of
Oct. 8, 2005. at 1 p.m. with the Rev. Wind Copeland offiSaturday.
p.m. Saturday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to South
World War II. He was of Baptist faith and a
are welcome to join the family for a luncheon after
ciating.
Friends
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Choir Fund, 1801 Lincoln
native of Wingo, Ky.
Funeral Hume of Murray is in charge of
the
Imes-Miller
service.
Murray,.Ky..,4297.1.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Laverne
arrangements.
Russell; one daughter, Mrs. Karen Costello,
Ocala; two sons. Max Russell, Greensboro,
Mrs. Corine Sadler.
N.C., and Mark Russell, Benton, Ky.; one sister,
• Mrs. Corine Sadler, 78, formerly of the Dublin community, died

Mrs. Lurine Elwin Cooper

Paid Obituary
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Six Marines die in bomb blasts; U.S. forces kill 29 militants
Al-Qaida in Iraq and other
By SAMEER N. YACOUB
Sunni-led insurgent groups have
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - launched a wave of violence that
Bomb blasts killed six Marines has killed more than 290 people
in western Iraq, and U.S. forces the past two weeks, many of the
killed 29 militants in U.S. offen- Shiites in brutal bombings and
sives aimed at uprooting al- shootings at a mosque, a bus and
Qaida insurgents ahead of the a school. Al-Qaida in Iraq leader
country's vote on a new consti- Abu Musab al-Zarqawi has
declared war on Iraq's Shiite
tution. the military said Friday.
The American deaths brought Muslim majority.
The Pentagon said Friday the
to 1.950 the number of U.S.
troops who have died since the military in Iraq had intercepted a
beginning of -the war in 2003, letter from the second in comaccording to an Associated Press mand of al-Qaida. Ayman alZawahri. to al-Zarqawi, urging
hi southern Iraq, British him to avoid bombing mosques
troops detained 12 militiamen and slaughtering hostages to
loyal to a radical Shiite-cleric in avoid alienating the masses-. - Pentagon spokesman Bryan
the city of Basra, accusing them
of carrying out recent attacks on Whitman said the letter also
Briti•sh and U.S. troops, officials demonstrates "detailed planning
said Friday, amid charges Iran is and intent on the part of the
helping fighters carry out dead- insurgents in Iraq to one day
control that country and to reallier bombings.
Eight days before Iraqis were ly try to extend their extremism
to go to the polls to approve or to neighboring countries."
The U.S. military is waging
reject the new constitution, officials across the country were two large offensives in western
_tra_get copies of the Iraq _ twerations "Iron.EisC__and
document to pass out. to voters. "River Gate" _ to oust al-Qaida
Distribution began in a few in Iraqi militants from a halfthe
along
towns
Baghdad neighborhoods. but did dozen
not appear to have begun else- Euphrates River valley.
Two Marines were killed
where.
in Thursday by a roadside bomb
shopkeepers
Some
Baghdad refused to hand out the that hit their patrol outside the
document and some people town of Qaim, the region near
refused to take it, fearing the Syrian border where Iron
reprisals by militants deter- Fist is being waged, the military
mined to wreck the crucial Oct. said.
Their deaths bring to six the
15 referendum.
"Some people are excited to number of U.S. troops killed in
take it. Others are refusing to Iron Fist and River Gate.
touch it." said Mohammed Ali, a launched Oct. 1 and Tuesday,
shopkeeper in the western respectively.
Apart from the offensives,
Baghdad neighborhood of
Saydiya who handed out about four Marines were killed
Thursday by a roadside bomb in
150 Copies Friday.
"I know some merchants who Karmah, near the town of
have refused tct accept copies for Fallujah, 40 miles west of
distribution because they fear Baghdad, the military said.
On Thursday, warplanes
retaliation by the insurgents,"
Ali said in an interview at his dropped four precision-guided
bombs on an abandoned threeshop.

story hotel seized by militants in
the town of Karabilah, near the
Syrian border, the focus of the
Iron Fist assault. Twenty militants were killed in the bombardment, the military said.
Seven more insurgents were
killed when planes destroyed
three buildings from which gunmen were firing on Marines, and
two gunmen were killed in fighting in Karabilah.
. The 29 deaths raised the
insurgent death toll in Iron Fist
to 71. At least six insurgents
have been reported killed in

River Gate offensive, taking
place some 80 miles southeast
down the Euphrates.
The British raid in Basra targeted a house and netted 12
members of the al-Mahdi militia, the armed force loyal to radical Shiite cleric Muqtada alSack. said British military
Steven
Maj.
spokesman
Melbourne. Britain's Ministry of
Defense confirmed the raid.
On Thursday, British Prime
Minister Tony Blair said his
government suspects that Iran
and Lebanon's Hezbollah might

be supplying technology and
explosives to Shiite Muslim mil-

itant groups operating in Iraq
but he provided no proof.
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SIMPLE

Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one ot the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirement benefits to your employees.
11 WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
41 LIFE INSURANCE soarn
'
HOME OFFICE:OMAHA. NEBRASKA

4

www.viroodmen.com

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071
\
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
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The Serta ounting Sheep
t-You-to-Joi
- -Ancl so does Serta. That's why were making a plush "Limited Edition" Pink Perfect Sleeper mattress set
and contributing $290,000 to the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. The Komen Foundation
will contribute $30,000 of this donation to the Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation. Buy any Perfect
Sleeper (pink or otherwise) and get a gree "Collector's Edition" Pink Serta Counting Sheep.
Together we can make a difference!

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

SPECIAL
LIMITED
EDITION!!

Serta Model Orchard

$398
Queen Set

Susan G. Komen
Pink Bed Set

Save '500
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you. 1

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Doe Jones Ind. A%g...10317.84 + 30.74
-55.06 + 0.84
hr Products
19.12 + 0.04
NT&T
-38.38 + 0.07
BB&T
Bell South..,_,_.,_,.,,.,.,..,..25.54 • 0 14
Briggs & Stratton ............33.20 + 0.70
Bristol Myers Squibb .23.06 • 0.12
56.20 + 1.01
Caterpillar
Chelron Texaco Corp 60.29 + 0.29
Daimler Chrysler ......_ 5236 + 0.31
.37.87 - 0.13
Dean Foods
i935 + 0.78
Won-Mobil
9.34 + 0.02
Ford Motor
Genend Electric ..............33.75 + 0.16
General Motors ....,,,.......2&3O - 0.05
GlaxoSmith Kline AEIR ....51.61 + 0.21
43.18+ 0.08
Girlrich
-14.22 + 0.09
Goody ear
!loth ed Bank' __ 15.80 B 15.90.4
Court Square

0.61:5-00.2r.
.
Hours 600
.,

WE MAKE
THE WORLD S
BEST MATTRESS."
'The mission of the Susan G. Kamen Breast Cancer Foundation is
to eradicate breast cancer as a Itfe-threcrtening disease through
research. education, screening and treatment. For more information, please contact the Foundation at 5005 LEU Freeway.
kornen.org'
Suite 250, Dallas, Texas 75244 or

Factory Closeout
Prices On
Discounted '05
Models
Save $ Hundreds!

visit WWW
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FREE DELIVERY!* • FREE REMOVAL!* • FREE SHEEP Pl SH
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America's Mattress
944 S. 12th St. • Murray
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Murray. KY 42071

270-753-3366 • 600-444-1854

.• •

prices as of 9 a.m
80.71 + 1.01
1 B NI .
23.80 + 0.04
Intel .
19.93- 0.01
Kroger
16.57 + 0.19
Mattel
McDonalds.._,,....,., 32,67 -0.06
+ 0.50
Merck ........
-0.01
J.C. Penney ..........----45.49 + 0.90
Pepsico. Inc..-..........---.3735 • 0.61
74.61 -0.04
Pfizer. Inc.
30.11 + 0.01
Regions Financial
Scheri ng-Plough ........- 20.52 • 0.14
Sears Holding Corp ......119.60 + 0.53
17.114 + 0.02
Time Warner ..
27.97 + 0.11
S Bancorp
3931 - 0.51
CST
WellPoint Inc_____.----74.47 + 0.34
44.14 + 0.21
Wal-Mart
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4/PHILIIARD LYONS
LYONS, INC.
[18. HILLIARD, W.L.

KAEMIER MEW YORK STOCX EXCHANGE AND S1PC

(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

(270) 761-9997

.614. W feKW14

Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only offitial forecast

753111000
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• COMMUNITY
Calloway County Band Boosters
sponsoring Scavenger Hunt

Low rainfall Members Attend Convention
and high
temperatures
reported
A low rainfall of only 1.57
inches of rain for the month
of September in Murray was
reported by John Ed Scott.
official government weather
observer for Murray.
This was for .49 on Sept.
IS. .09 on Sept. 20, .79 on
Sept. 25, .10 on Sept. 26 and
.10 on Sept. 29.
Scott said "this makes a
total of 39.24 inches for the
first nine months of 2005. The
average rainfall for this period is 39.68 inches."
Thunder was- -reported on
Sept. 26. Fog was reported on
Sept. I. 7, 8, 9. 10, 11.12.
13, 14, 18. 19 and 22.
The high temperature of 92
degrees was recorded on Sept.
22 and the low of 48 degrees
was recorded on Sept. 30. Average temperatures for the month
were a high of 85 degrees and
a low of 65 degrees.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Our Registered •
Bridal Couples:
Beth (Lewis) Miller
& Mark Miller
Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
Maggie Snyder
& Joe Laird

•

Miriam Rogers
& Jason Hill

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT. 13
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Greatest Game Ever Played ..
PG - 1:00 - 3:25 - 6.55 - 9:15-

Wallace & Gromit

Katie Alcott &
Michael Wright

In Her Shoes
P613- 12:50- 3:35 • 6:50 •

R••41%tru & .its

KY

)I Ill

Two For The Money
R- 1:30 - 4:00 - 7:10 - 9 ;
Tim Burton's Corpse Brid
PG - 12:40 - 2:20 - 922'
Into The Blue
PG13 - 4:05-7:00
Serenity

•
•
753-3314
Call
Program Information
•

Murray Main Street will have "Arts on the Square" on the
downtown Murray courtsquare on Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. Members of the Murray Art Guild will be present to
give demonstrations. Children are invited to attend to come
and use their imagination to create arts projects in sand art,
still life drawings, jewelry making. Chalk drawings and pumpkin decorating. For more information call 759-9474.

Breakfast planned Saturday
Photo provided
Marisel San Miguel. left, and Amanda Peal, have been
admitted to the professional program in Auburn
University's College of Veterinary Medicine. Auburn,
Ala.. as members of the class of 2009. Miguel earned a
bachelor's degree in 2004 from Murray State University
and is a 1998 graduate of Juan A. Corretjer High
School in Ciales, Puerto Rico. Her parents are Glen
and Joy Van Loon of Murray. Peal earned a bachelor's
degree and a master's degree from Murray State
University and is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County
High School. Her parents are Rita Elkins-Flood and
Steve Peal.

The following are reminders of events planned for the coming week that were recently published iri du' Murray Ledger
A Times.
Lorne Anne Lee, daughter of John and Lerida Lee of Murray. and John Derek Shifts. son of John and Carolyn Stults
of Lovelaceville, will be married Saturday. Oct. 8. 2005. at 2
p.m. at Mt. Zion Baptist Church, West Paducah.
Kenneth and Patricia Gamble will be honored at a 50th
anniversary celebration, hosted by their children, on Saturday,
Oct 8. 2005. from 2 to 4 p m. at the U.K. Extension building.
1933 Mayfield Highway, Benton. All relatives and friends are
rnvited

READ THE COMMUNITY
PAGESDAILY
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
The perfect time to give your
whole body some attention.

-

ag

ACCESS Christian Singles will have an old fashioned barn
dance on Saturday at 7 p.m. at 230 Babbland Dr., _Paducah.
Featured will be a campfire for hot dogs and marshmallows.
Each one is asked to bring a two liter or some kind of snack
and a lawn chair. Coffee. hot dogs. buns and fixings will be
provided. For information call 1-270-559-4788. This is an interdenominational group for Christian singles in Western Kentucky and Southern Illinois.

'Arts on the Square' on Saturday

.

PG13 • 1:15 • 3:40- 7:20-94-

ACCESS Singles will have dance

Murray State Uni‘ersity Horticulture Class Green House
will have a mum and pansy sale on Saturday from 9 a.m. to
noon. For information call 767-0467.

EventReminders

Flightplan

Writer's Potpourri will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. All interested writers are invited.

MSU Green House open

G- 1:40 - 3:50 - 6:40 - 815
P613 - 1:25 - 3:30 • 7.25 - -

University Square • 12th St.
12701759-2100
Monday4riday 10.
Saturday 10-2

'Auburn Admittance

Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education recently introduced the noncredit course. "Discovering
Your Family Heritage." The
course is open to the public
and registrations are currently
being -taken.
Instructor Lori Rogers will
help participants learn the
beginning steps to discovering
-their
The five-day workshop will
feature techniques for the beginning genealogist that v.ill help

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan

Katie Stout
& Kory Cunningham

•

Registrations
being taken for
special course

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

Beth Driver
iz Brandon Ladd

•

" Photo provided
The National Federation of the Blind (NFB) Murray Chapter recently attended the state
convention in Louisville. Those attending were, from left, Jennifer Hall, Pat Hall,
Barbara Motts, Anetta and Danny Perry, Sue Rudd, and Brenda Kimbro. If you are
interested in attending a meeting or would like additional information regarding the
NFB please call President Danny Perry at 753-0911.

•

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones
Mary Kay Howard
k Brandt Bowden

Writer's Potpourri Saturday

•See Page 7A

Dava Winebarger
& Micah Miller

Calloway County Band Boosters will sponsor a Scavenger Hunt on Saturday.
Riders, via motorcycle, car, whatever,
will begin and end at the schoolhouse pavilion across from Playhouse in the Park in
Murray-Calloway' County Central Park.
Registration will begin at 1 p.m. and is
$10 per entrant or $30 for carload of four.
Paid entry fee will give many different
chances to win prizes. Other chances to
win include raffles and a 50/50 pot. Food
lo's
be available.
Datebook willThis
is one of the many activities being
By Jo Burkeen held to fund the Laker Band's trip to the
Community
Citrus Bowl in Orlando. Fla.. this DecemEditor
ber.
The support of the public will be appreciated. For more
information call 29344001 or 227-5246.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have
its country ham breakfast on Saturday from 5:30 to 10 a.m.
at the lodge hall, located on Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Robertson Road North. Tickets are $5 each.

Toy Run will be Saturday
The 15th annual Toy Run will be Saturday at noon at the
Wal-Mart parking Lot. This is sponsored by the KMA/KBA
District #7 and Bikers of Calloway County. Admission will be
a toy or donation for the children of Calloway County. All
vehicles are welcome.

Presbyterians plan fish fry
First Presbyterian Church. 16th and Main Streets, Murray,
will have a fish fry on Saturday from 3 to 6 p.m. Served will
he Kentucky Lake catfish, hush puppies. white beans, cole
slaw, iced tea, lemonade and desserts for $6 for adults, $3 for
children 6 to 12. and free to under 6. Proceeds will go toward
the building fund.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Saturday
at 11:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The
program will be "Searching For Your Roots. Methods and
Tools." Visitors are welcome:

IMP Chapter will host seminar
Murray Chapter of IAAP will host a tree leadership seminar titled -The Radical L.E.A.P. - Extreme Leadership" on
Oct. 17 at 5:15 p.m. in the parish hall of St. Leo Catholic
Church. Interested office professionag, administrators, managers. assistants, students, etc., are all invited to attend. Light
refreshments will be served. Registration is requested. For more
information and to register. call Kay Hays CAP at 762-2234
or e-mail at kay.haysknrmurraystate.edu.

Heartwalk promotion planned
ic Murray Bank is sponsored a promotion for the American Heart Association. Tickets will be sold for $1 for one or
six for $5 for the winner of a gift basket containing gift certificates from seven local restaurants. All proceeds will go to
The Murray Bank American Heartwalk team.

Buchanan book-signing at library
Local author Henry Buchanan will have a hook-signing and
question-and-answer session on his recently published book,
"Terror! Terror! & Tom Walker Two" tonight from 6 to 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public Library.

annual

Battle of Bands competition

•

Alpha Delta Pi of Murray State University will sponsor a
"Battle of the Bands" competition tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Murray State University Lovett auditorium. Admission is $5.
Proceeds will go to the Ronald McDonald House.

•
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Beta Club collecting coats

11, aw.

"IISW
Saturday 8 Sunday October 8 8 9
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Both Days
Located in the North illage Area of
Kentuck, Dam Village by Post Office.
We 14elconte New Vendors!
NO ADMISSION OR PARKING FEE!
Traditional Kentucks Fair food items. In( lading 811Q. beans.
cornbread corn on the cob, and more pnwitied In our resortS chef.
*Demonstrations by craft persons & door prizes
•Niush. Chou ease eJ.:h
fOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MARY GIVER
270-362-4371 or saarya.gre•rat'ky.gor

Kenti4d4'
re

Not only can our 30-minute workout three times a
week help diminish the risk of breast cancer. but if you
join Curves the week of October 10th, well waive the
service fee. All you have to do is show proof of a current
mammogram liecause at Curves we care about you and
Your health. From head to tae.

,
Curvet

Murray High School Beta Club is collecting coats during
the month of October for people who are in need. Anyone
who has a coat in good condition that they do not need is
welcome to bring it to the front office of MHS. The coats
could also be brought to Jill Herndon's room if one desired.
The coat drive started Wednesday and will continue through
Oct. 28.

the power to amaze yourself

Murray Masonic.Lodge

759-3400
Street
Murray, KY 42071

602 N. 12th

252-3399
1769 Mayfield Hwy. 15
Benton, KY 42025

$0
SI R\ I( I III

575-3800
3420 Park Avenue
Paducah, KY 42001
CUrVeS.COM
ale •••I 1.6 met
'Olin bawd OR It. vs*••••••• ••••••• U fn.& pew& ,
.5,"
Moil re.r weapon imam NV•

will be having their

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Saturday, October 8, 5:30 a.m.-10 a.m.
EVERYONE WELCOME

Cost $5.00 Per Person

Loathe 121 North & Manly Robertson Rd.

10•40

Iin-se -to raw., .
,
4--01,-P

•trp

•
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Perkins honored on 85th birthday

Wedding

Mr. and Mrs• Ryan III
Amber Page Alexander and William Daniel Ryan III were
married Saturday. June 25. 2005. at Puryear United Methodist
Church. Puryear, Tenn., with the Rev. Ed Montgomery officiating.
Music was presented by Malissa Heath of Paducah, pianist;
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Arnett of Carterville, Ill., vocalists: and
the Murray String Trio.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Alexander of Puryear. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Ryan of Paducah.
The bride chose her sister. Karamaneh Winchester of Murray, as her matron of honor and Jessi Taylor of St. Louis as
her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Kasey Ray, Buchanan. Tenn., Betsy Calhoun sister of the groom. Paducah, Ashley Dunn. Mtirray, Kim
Fowlkes, Paris, Tenn.. and Leslie McKee. Clarksville, Tenn.
Serving as ringhearers were Briar Dee Ray. son of Mr. and
-M -Keirti -Ra5r of --Puryear and Eli Mayo Winchester, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Winchester of Murray.
The groom chose Preston Hesley of Petalum. Calif.. and
David Wall of Paducah as his hest men.
Groomsmen were .Andrew Alexander, brother of the bride,.
Puryear, Tenn., Clay Taylor. Owensboro. Kevin McEwan, Denver, Colo., and Ryan Samsil and Dylan Hesley. both of Paducah.
Serving as ushers %ere Woody Winchester. Murray. Todd
Calhoun. Paducah and Nathan Taylor, Flintstone, Ga.
A reception followed at the Paris Convention Center.
Servers were Melissa Ray and Becky Alexander. both of
Puryear. and Beverly Ray of Buchanan. Jayme Gordon of Murray ahd Terra Minn' of Atilitini. Ala:. attended the guest register.
The bride is- a :2f3O4 Errmrlit-tte
Nittrray State University
with a bachelor's degree in middle school education. She is a
teacher at Lakewood Middle School in Buchanan, Tenn.
The groom is .a 2003 graduate of Murray State University
with a bachelor's degree in computer information systems. He
is employed by Ag Connections Inc. of Murray.
After a trip to Cancun. Mexico. the couple is residing in
Murray

Patricia Perkins celebrated
her 85th birthday on Sept. 17
at her home on Cross Street,
surprised and surrounded by
her family and friends.
A dinner buffet and a birthday cake were served at the
pool patio. Floating candles
were in the pool and lights
were hung all around the tables
decorated with centerpieces ot
floating aandles and pink pebbles in glass bowls.
Mrs. Perkins was born in
Northampton, England, and
served in the British Army in
World War II.
She and her husband. Charles
Perkins, and their children
moved to Ontario, Canada , in
1953 and then to Pennsylvania in 1959. She also had lived
in Colorado and now makes
Murray her home.
The honoree retired from
F.W. Woolworth's Company
after working for 25 years. She
enjoys embroidery, knitting,
reading, traveling and Scrabble.
Mrs. Perkins has two children, four grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.

provided

Four generations were present for Patricia Perkins' birthday event. They are, from left,
front, Macie Judd and Cody Judd, great-grandchildren. back row. Pamela Judd, granddaughter, Michael Perkins. Pennsylvania. son, Mrs. Perkins. and Miranda Hamilton.
daughter.

Center for diabetes to offer educ'ational sessions
The Center for Diabetes at cery store, isle by isle where and commercial insurance comMurray-Calloway County Hos- selection topics such as fiber. panies will cover the cost of
pital will be offering an edu- sodium, and saturated fats are the class. The next Diabetes
cation session entitled, -"Shop- discussed. Healthy eating is Self-Management Classes are
the key to controlling diabetes. scheduled for October 4 & 5
ping Smart."
Shopping Smart is for those Shopping Smart will help teach
with diabetes and is an exten- basic skills for eating right.
The session is Thursday.
sion of the Diabetes Self-Management class, so a person October 13 from 9 a.m. to 11
must have attended this class a.m. at the Center for Health
to enroll in the Shopping Smart & Wellness. Pre-registration
class. "Shopping Smart" will is required. so contact Rebecemphasize smart grocery shop- ca Wright or Ann Ingle at the
ping tips along with direction Center for Diabetes at 270in reading food labels, eating 762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840,
out, and a review of carbohy- extensitln 1806.
Diabetes Self-Management
drate counting. The class uses
a PowerPoint presentation to classes are offered every month
take participants into the gro- and in most cases, Medicare

and October 27- 8z 28.
To find out more about the
Center for Diabetes at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
call 270-762-1806.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
tirJ

:

212 East Main St. 753-1586

00,94,f,44
P•NI

Sprint)
"I can take a
call from anyone.
And it's free."

Bazaar Item Featured ---

AmilL

Now all incoming calls are free
while on the Nationwide Sprint PCS Network with select plans starting at $49.99

Now you can have more choice and flexibility than with any
other wireless company.

BUY ONE PHONE!
GET ONE

MINUTES
ONLY $40!

FREE!
PER MONTH*

Photo provided

Pictured, from left. are Carolyn Farrell, Martha
Crawford and Jo Crass. with a hand painted chair that
will be featured in a sales promotion for the Christmas
Bazaar of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. The bazaar will be Oct. 29 from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. For more
information or tickets for the chair, call 753-3438.

With Nationwide Long Distance

Only $19.99

Instantly
(Regular price $179.99 per phone)

Audicnrox 8912
Picture Phone

Start Nights at 6:00 pm!
Ask for details

))
Sprint / Yes you can.

Registration ...
From Page 6A
them locate ancestors by utilizing living family members,
census records and other historical documents.
The class will meet for five
consecutive Tuesdays from 6
to 7 p.m. beginning Oct. 18
and continuing through Nov.

15.
The fee for the class is $35.
Pre-registration for the class is
required.
For more information or to
register. contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 7623659 or 1-800-669-7654. ext.
•
3659.

MURRAY
500 S. 12th Street
270-753-2070

PADUCAH
Kentucky Oaks Mall
270-443-3400

'Taxes and surcharges Onduding a US/ charge of 254% and costrecovery fees of 5065,or other surcharges that vary by market)ml inducled. Surcharges are not tames or government required :harges

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT YOU'D ME TO
ANNOUNCE CALL US AT
153-1916

Ftitionwxle nets...A reaches osier 240 infficio people Offers subject to change Coverage not available nenywhwe Offers rnay ndt be available eserywhem Subject to credit Terms and conditions apply See store kr details
Two-year Sprint PCS Advantage Agreement Required Phones sulffed to availability. Ran/Phonels) Offer ends 10/15/05 See store for detain. Plan not avarlable wild, Sprint PCS Add-a -phase or shared minutes plans A nor,
free offer avaaable on the auctrovor R912 require,
refundable 536 phone activabon fee and SISO tiny Termination Fee apply to each law A(knout may be required Rest/Idiom apply Instant savings for buy one get one
A 2- year advantage Alpeetrant is required Offer rs subfect to credit aponmuj
store purchase and activation of two new lines of service on a Sprint PCS service plan al 535 or higher itiestriztiwis apply See store for details
Offers subject to credit approval 02005 *rim
details.
for
,Rest.ntam
store
h.gher
See
apply
or
560
of
plans
Clear
&
Free
PCS
Sprint
on
lose
available
only
is
feature
add-a
5995
phone(s)
of
pnce
the
exceed
cannot
Savings
Nextel SPRINT.the'going forward'logo the NOCTII. name and logo and other trademarks we tradernarles of Sprint Sextet 44 rights reserved
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
AlIVEIITIWFS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 900
Sabbath SO,
Sat. 10:15 am.

ANGLICAN
- ST. MARK'S M81.1.14.'814 CHURCH
1/14 Mayfield Hiot a+, Benton, KY 42025
270-517 4002
Service
10 00 ani
ea...1 Bey Services restart the Rector 252-1389

ASSEMBLIES OF WI

NEW MT. CARMEI. MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
NEW ettoviperger- -- -10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a ro. & 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE .
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship

Ill )PI HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 am.
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m

OWENS CHAPEL
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
600 p.m.
Church

BAPTIST

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:45 a.m. dr 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

B1,001.) RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a in
Everung Worship
6.00 p in
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship

10 a m
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a.m
Morning Services
11.00 a.m
Evening Services
600 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH" •
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
• 10.00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 -00 a.m
6-00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE HAMM'
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship M:45& 11 am.&d.Ut)pin
50(1 p.M
Discipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1000 a in
'
4unday School
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
2,00 p in
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p in
FAITH BAPTIST.
11 I8-1 a M.
Morning Worship
6110 p m
Kvening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
945 am
sanday Sch.,/
& 10 35 a.rn & 6 pin
Worship x
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 tim
•-"unday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
645 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
S-imday School10 45 a in
Wairship
GRACE BAPTIST
-.1.1riday School
9:30 a in
If1 33am &Spin
Worship

cAsTwoop BAPTIST CHURCH
- 10 a in
"uriciaY7S-cbool
am &Spin
Aforning Worship
i pm
Aerhieaday
HARDIN BAPTIST
30 a in
v43 &
Niar•hip
30 a in
School,
°45&
▪
6
p to
I,. rang NAN•rvhip
V.,Ir..
Worship
7pm
-1111i

11 %/EL BAPTIST
!4 30 .1 M
.$11 if Iii & 6
p Itt
-J
p
pm

till i MP BAPTIST
10 00 ant
'Wor• ship
11 Cal a_rn.
7 110 p in
it eilnevita%
KIRKSF:Y BAPTIST
I 00 a in
\laming Vitavhip
0. JO p in
t+ %..11114, St0•Lip

SALEM BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday
SCOTTS GROVE
9,45 a m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat 6 p.m.-10 p m.
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 P.m.
SPRING CREEK
9:00
Sunday School
a.m.
10 a.m.
Worship Services
Discipleship .Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Worship
Morning

9 30 a m
il a m •

SUGAR CREEK.
10 a m
Sunday School '
11 a.m. Si 6 p.m
Worships
7 p.m
Wednesday.
WEST FORK
Worship
11:00
a.in
Morning
700 p m
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

Materialism
and God
In our society today, it seems
that our culture values people
more by their net worth and
how many material things they
own than by who they are. But
historically, in some cultures,
people were valued more in
terms of how much they could
do without. For example, the
early Christians were instructed
to have only one tunic, a pair of
sandals, a walking staff and a
purse. The early Franciscans
went even further and did away
with the walking staff and the
purse. This may seem extremely
sparse by today's standards, but
think about how much time these Christians mast have
had to contemplate the love and goodness of God. As the
Bible tells us, these people were storing their riches in
Heaven, where it could not be taken away from them
(Matthew 6:20). There is really so little .security here on
earth; the temporary happiness that material things bring
us is so short lived. Our Heavenly Father want; us to be
happy and content in our lives, and although there is nothing wrong with having a nice home, a nice car, or personal
possessions, we just have to be sure that material things do
not become our god.

VICT4JRY IIAPTIST CHURC'H
- - loam
Sunday- &demi
11 a m & 6 pm
Worship

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHL1RC,H
Saturday Ma.,
400 pm
10:30 a m
Sunday 51 •
ST. LE() tIHOUC CHURCH
600 pm
Saturday V
s
v
A. 11 a m

CHRISTIAN
Al Ii()RA t'FIRISTIAN
11 a in a. Ii p in
10 a in
Bible Study Sunday
- 7 pm
Bit& Study Wednesdav
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9031 a.rn
Sunday School
10. 15 a.in
Worship Service

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9.30 ii m
Bible School
10730 a.m
If IMF:ITER MissIONARVIIAP'1114T --Worship - • 6+00
pm
Service
Evening
10110 a in
WIN
11 ro & 6 011p in
+.1-i at holt!
7110pm
Weibit-tia
1..+1+1
,•
Sund,
I.l(H 11101 St. BAPTIST CHURCH
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
;
1., •
II Ill: &

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

CHURCH OF CHRIST

ALMO
Bible School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

(it
950 a in
600 pm

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 30 a m
Sunda) School
10 13 a in
Morning Worship
6
p in
Evvning Worship
7 00 p m
W.41 Bible Stud)
DEXTER
930 a m.
-•
't,ndas School
111 30 a in & 6,00 pm
Worship
44 p in
Wedoesda1

MT.HEBRON _
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 aim
Sunday School

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHI?
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
I1'S)0 a.m.
Worship

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
•
9.30 a.m.
Bible School
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 1,
2 miles west of Lynn Grove
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Worship
•
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10:30 a.m & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.30 a.m.
Sunday(
700 p.m.
Wednesdays
AMERICAN CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St
10:00 a.m. & 5.00 p.m.
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a.m
Public Talk
10:30 am
Watchtower Study

LIFYIERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
10.30 a.m
Worship

METHODIST

For where your treasure is,
there will your heart be also.

BETHEL UNITED
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6.00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night

R.S.V, Matthew 6:21

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
•Trorr-trm.
Morning Wanitnp
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School.
11 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
p.in
Wednesday

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p.m.
Thursday Night
10.00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
7.00 p m
Sunday Evening

41
"
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FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Sunday Night
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
.10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1045 a.m
Morning Service
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
.Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9150 a. m.
Morning Worship
.601 p in
Evening Worship •
700 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a m
Sunday Bible Class
.10:00 a.m_
Morning Warship
700 p.m
Wednesday NightKIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.in
Sunday School
19.50 am
Morning Worship
7-00 p.m
Evening Worship
_ iSonday & Wednesdays i

UNION GROVE
10-50 a in
Morning Worship_
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a m.
Bible Classes
10.00 a m & 6.00 p.m
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9,00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m
Evening
Wednesday
7-00 p in

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LA1TER DAY SAINTS
111 Ht 11 OF JESUS CHRIS I
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12 10 p.m.
Sacrament M.,: ow.

EPISCOPAL

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10110 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a. m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p in
Sunday Worship
5:15 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

NEW CONCORD
•
950am & 6 p.m
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m
Morning Service
600 p m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a in.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
1045 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10745 a in
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m .9 a.m & 6 p m
1015 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

INDEPENDENT

FREEDOM HOUSE
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a in
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 6:00 p.m.
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
10 a.tn.
Sun. Spiritual Training
Sun Celebration Service
11 a.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m.
-COLE'S trunt-totuunuf
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11.00 a.m., 6:00 p.m

reli

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
' 1045 a in
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.in
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunda' School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
- 6700-p.m. Evening Worship
6730 p in.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.
Worship
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00-a.m.
Sunday School
Church
1100 a,rn & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School.
MOO a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a in.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6-30 p.m.
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
comiay
10•00_a_in._
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday PM
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.__
_Worship

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
-TE017 a.m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000 a m.
Sunday School
11:00-7!30 p.m.
Worship Service

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
IORKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE .
9:30 a.m
Worship Service
10:45 a.m
Church School
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NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:50 a.m & 6 p m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School

COI

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
.10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845 & 11 a.m.
Worship
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

GOSHEN METHODIST
900 a.M.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.

Ilk

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST,PRESBYTERIAN
930 a m
Sunday Sehool
1045 a.rn
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 an:
Sunday School
Viorship Ser:ice
- 11:00 a m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m
Worship Service
10:30 a.m
Sunday School

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBY'TERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
•
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p m.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Morning Worship

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a m & 6:30 p.m.

MT.CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
Spvcicil I/scut/rt. tca the travirchcsrats who rractlirc this pcsAry pclssible.
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Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
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Discount

Thornton Tile and Marble
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Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

701 Main St. • :Murray • 753-5273

804( hystnut St. • 753-6656

612 S.9th St.

753-5719

---1111111111111&
Murray Appliance
and TV
").mr Authorized GE Showcase Deakr"
212 F Main St • 753-1586
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Office Technology Specialists
1393 State

1-800-858-0492
Route 45 North

759-8780 • bcampbellrealty.com 03

WE DELIVER!

Building Blocks & Ready Mix

East Main Street

CAMPBELL
REALTY
4115 (.lendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
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READY MIX CO.

-14

LEDGER & TIMES

VICTOR'S

t270) 753-1916 • www.murrayIedgencom

1301 MAIN ST. • MURRAY

•

Concrete
753-3540

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE /944

Our Family Is Here lb
Help Yottrs.
1707W. Main • Murra‘ • 2711-75-1462

C ARROLL TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT,INC.

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

1305 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-1489

Pmfessional Care with a Personal Tinall
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ChurchBulletins
Various churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend.as follows: --Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale. senior minister, will speak about "Father.
Forgive Them..." with scripture
from Luke 17:1-5: 23:33-34 at
the 9 a.m. Todd Walker, assistant
minister and song leader, will
lead a special song service at the
6 p.m. worship service and
direct the singing at the morning
service. Assisting will be Bill
Nix, Mike Morgan, Logan
Dodd. Josh Smith, Jared
Plunkett, Kari Smith, Fred
Douglas and Jimmy Ford. Other
ministers are Garry Evans,
Involvement,
and
Nick
Hutchens, youth. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and
Bible classes will be at 10:15
a.m.
Emmanuel Baptist: Dr. Paul
E. McWherter, pastor, will
speak about "My Redeemer
Liveth" with scripture from Job
19:25-27 at 11 a.m. " worship
service and about "By Him all
Things Consist" with scripture
from Luke 6:46-48 at the 2 p.m.
worship service. Principles 3
and 4 of "Seven Principles for a
Great Marriage" are being p
reached in the 2 p.m. service.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Wayne T. Hall, minister, will
speak about "Asking the Way"
with scripture from Acts 9:1-6 at
the 9:50 a.m. service and about
-Our Physical Bodies" with
scripture_ tuarn__Psalin -139:14- atthe 6 p.m. worship service.
Bible classes for all ages will be
at 9 a.m. Wednesday Bible
Study will be at 7 p.m.
Memorial Baptistf Jay
Graham of the Kentucky Baptist
Childcare will speak at the 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Paul Adams is
music director with Kathy
Thweatt and Misty Williams as
accompanists. Assisting will be
Erik Emerson, deacon of the
week, and Mark Cohoon, Bible
study director. Sunday School

hi Our
will be at 9:40 4.M.
Immanuel Lutheran: The
Rev. Dr. Chad Foster, pastor,
will speak about "The Lord
Almighty Will Prepare a Feast"
with scripture from Matthew
22:1-10 (11-14) at the 10:30
a.m. 21st Sunday after Pentecost
worship
service.
Holy
Communion will be celebrated
with George Friebel as elder.
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class will be at 9 a.m. with a
social hour at 9:45 a.m.
univercity
Church
or
Christ: Richard Youngblood,
minister, will speak about "The
Kingdom of Satan vs. The
Kingdom of God" with scripture
from Mark 5:1-20 at the 10 a.m.
worship service Members of
the University Christian Student
Center will be in charge of the 6
p.m. worship service. Assisting
Sunday morning will be Barry
Grogan, Jim Feltner and Steve
McCuiston. Danny Claiborne is
worship leader and Jeremy
Swindle is youth and family
minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
First c.hristian: Dr. Charles
Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "God Never Said
'Anything Goes- with scripture
from Matthew 22:1-14 at the
10:15 a.m. worship service. Dr.
Rolen will have the children's
sermon. Mark Dycus is minister
of music with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
as accompanists. The choir will
sing " Sing Unto The Lord."
Assisting will be John Fuqua,.
worship leader. .Dou,g Henry._
elder, Kim Campbell, Tory
Daughrity, Nancy Dycus, Jan
Fuqua, Carmen Garland and
Terry' Hart, diaconate.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
-Why We Need Each Other" as
a part of 40 Days of Community
at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship services. Mike Crook,
associate pastor of music and
worship, will direct the music
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa
Ray, accompanists, at the 10:55
service and the praise team at

the 8:30 service. Jennifer Warm
will sing "Let Everything That
Has Breath" at the 8:30 service.
The sanctuary choir will sing
"Victory in Jesus" and Gale
Vinson will sing "Go Light Your
World" at the second service.
!vette Kelly, minister of preschool and children, will give
the children's sermon at both
morning services. Assisting will
be Boyd Smith, associate pastor
of students, Jon Gustafson and
Bobby McDowell, deacons of
the week, Denise Travis and
Wilma Beatty. The Rev. Terry
Garvin, associate pastor of education, teaching and administration, will facilitate a study of 40
Days of Community. in the
church chapel at 6 p.m. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m. and a
contemporry praise and worship service for college students
will be at The Net at 8 p.m.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. On. pastor, will speak
about
"The
Westside
Connection" with scripture
from Acts 2:14-47 at the 10:30
a.m. worship service and about
"Sharing the Good News" with
scripture from Acts 26:1-32 at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Tommy Scott is director of
music. The choir will sing
"Keep on Making a Way" and
Kevin Crawford will present
special music at the morning
hour and Lisa Heathcott at the
evening hour. Larry Dickerson
and David Smotherman, deacons of the week, will assist.
Eric Miracle is minister of students and.Shelly Harris is minister to children. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m..
First Presbyterian: The
Rev. David M. Montgomery,
co-pastor, will speak about "The
Invitation Given" with scripture
from Matthew 22:1-14 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Margaret Boone is choir director
with Sarah Ledbetter as pianist.
The anthem will be "Praise the
Lord who Reigns Above" with
Jacob Hein as trumpeter. Marcia
Hobbs will have the "Minute for
Stewardship." Assisting will be

Ken Wolf as liturgist; George
Kipphut and Stephanie and Julie
McClain, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean
worship at 4 p.m.
Bell City Baptist: Quarterly
Singing under the direction of
Bob Nance will be Sunday at 5
p.m. Singers and public are
invited with a meal to be served
following the singing. Regular
worship services w ill be conducted.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "How Do You
Remember Jesus?" with scripture from / Corinthians 11:2334 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services and about "The
Sign Gifts" with scripture from 1
Corinthians 12:9-11 at the 6
p.m. worship service. The ordi,
nance of The Lord's Supper will
be observed during the morning
services. Dee and Kathy Lipford
will lead the worship services
with Susan Reynolds, Hazel
Brandon, Dee Lipford, Missy
Williams and Carol Kelly as
accompanist. Sunday School for
all ages will be at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Linda McKnight, associate
pastor, will speak about
"Following Instructions" with
scripture from Philippians 4:4-9
at the Early Light service at 8:45
a.m. and the traditiOnal worship
service at 11 a.m. Dr. Pamela
Wurgler is minister of music
with Joan Bowker as organist
and the Praise Team at the early
, service. Will Blackford will sing
Christ Alone- at the early
service and the chancel choir
will sing "God of Majesty and
Grace" at the second service.
Jennifer Riley will give the children's moments on "Who Made
Up These Rules Anyway."
Assisting will be Roger
Reichmuth. Acolytes will be
Garrett Schwetman and NathanKennedy. The previous week's
worship service will be televised
on Charter Channel 19 at 11
a.m. and delayed worship service on Murray Electric Channel
15 at 12:30 p.m. each Sunday.

Dealing with Anger
Question: Is it a sin to be
angry? If so, how do you
explain the actions of Jesus
against the moneychangers in
the temple?
Answer: The Bible says to
Christians, "In your anger do
not sin. Do not let the sun go
down while you are still angry"
(Ephesians 4:26). The problem
is not the anger, but the way we
handle our anger. Thus, the
Bible often calls for us to rid
ourselves of things like "anger,
rage, malice, slander, and filthy
language"(Colossians 3:8:
Ephesians
James warned,"Man's anger
does not bring about the righteous life that God desires"
(James 1:20), and Jesus said,
"But I tell you that anyone who
'is angry with his brother will be
subject to judgment"(Matthew
5:2).
• The Old Testament Proverbs
often warn us about the "hottempered man" who "lacks selfcontrol." Proverbs 30:33 says.
"For as churning the milk produces butter, and as twisting the
nose produces blood, so stirring

What Would
Jesus Do?
By Richard Youngblood
Church of Christ Minister
up anger produces strife."
When Jesus went into the
temple, he found men who
were taking advantage of people in their need. They had set
up shop in the temple precincts
and were grossly overcharging
people who had traveled from
foreign countries and needed to
exchange their coinage in order
to give at the temple.
Jesus demonstrated a kind of
"righteous indignation" by driving them out of the temple. It
is important to notice that he
used a whip to drive the animals, not the people. God's
temple was supposed to be a
house of prayer, not a marketplace to cheat people.
This kind of anger is a natural emotion for a righteous person in the presence of evil and
injustice. As Numbers 14:18
says. "The LORD is slow to

anger. abounding in love and
forgiving sin and rebellion. Yet
he does not leave the guilty
unpunished."
To keep anger from becoming sinful, aim at the sin rather
than the fellow sinner. Aim
your anger at Satan rather than
the one used by Satan. James
1:19-20 makes these helpful
suggestions.
IIII "Be quick to listen."
Before lashing out, be careful
to hear and see what is really
happening. There may or may
not be just cause for anger.
Listen carefully to find out the
truth.
II "Be slow to speak.-

CHURCHES

Heritage Day to be
at Ferguson Springs
AURORA, Ky. — Ferguson Springs Baptist Church. located on
Ky. Hwy. 402 (formerly US 801 in Aurora. will celebrate its annual
"Heritage Day" on Sunday.
On Sunday. Ferguson Springs Baptist Church w ill transfer all
services of the day to, as near as possible. the church's original location at Ferguson Springs in the Land Between the Lakes.The public
is invited to bring lawn chairs and a cosered dish and help the
church celebrate. with old fashion preaching. dinner on the group,
and gospel music in the afternoon pros ided by The Messengers.
The church was organized in 1878 with F.M. Holland ar, the first
pastor. In August 1962, the church property was sold to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and the building was mosed to near
Golden Pond. About three years later the church was forced to
this time to the Tennessee Valley Atithority.-FottoWing-this-secondforced move, Ferguson Springs was re-established in its present
location at Aurora. James Keeling is no'ss the pastor.

West Fork Baptists
plan homecoming
West. Fork Baptist church. Biwa as director. ‘A ill he at It)
located on Ky. Hwy. 121 North a.m. Dinner will be sened at
at Stella will celebrate home- noon in the Family Life Center.
coming services on Sunday. The "Old Friends" from Friendship
Rev. Jack Geurin. former pastor Baptist Church in Lone Oak.
at West Fork. will be the guest will he the guest music group for
speaker for the II a.m. worship the gospel singing at 1:30 p.m.
services. His wife, Mary Geurin,
No evening services will be
will present special music.
conducted.
Alvin Usrey will direct the
The pastor. Bro. Wayne
music with Cyndy Satterwhite Caner. ins tics the public to
and Janet Arnold as musicians.
attend.
Sunday, School with Phillip

Five ministers to speak
at fall gospel meeting,
beginning tonight
Union Grove Church of Christ. located at 2081 Poor Farm Rd..
Murray, will begin a fall gospel meeting tonight at 7 p.m.. with
Kevin Williams, minister of Walnut Grose Church of Christ. as
speaker.
The speaker on Saturday at 7 p.m. will he John Dale, minister ot
Glendale, Road Church of Christ. Speakers on Sunday will be
Charley tazzell, minister of Unis-ersity of Christ. at 10 a.m.. Josh
Menidonister-of-L1 • •
a.rn. and
Gary Hill, minister of Lebanon Church of Christ. at 2 p.m.
A potluck meal Will be served after the 10:45 Sunday service.

II See Page 10A
Refuse to vent your anger until
you are sure you understand
what has been said or done to
cause your emotions to rise.
III "Be slow to anger."
Focus on solving the problem
rather than reacting destructively.
Finally. I would suggest following the instruction to "not
let the sun go down on your
anger"(Ephesians 4:26). Don't
let the emotion of anger simmer. Do something constructive
about it before the day ends. Be
creative and pray for God's
help to keep from sinning in
your anger.

Accepting New Patients.
Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip klapper,
- Hearing Aids - Ntt Referrals Required -

Coil for Appointment r(270) 759-4811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray. Kl 42071

For all your
insurance needs

Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, XY.42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: WWW.nchristorg

YOUR
BEST POLICY
IS A GOOD
AGENT!

NOW OPEN
Monday thru Friday 7:30 am - 5 pm
Saturday 8:30 am - 5 pm

1 bducah
music.thateXCiteS
you!
AN EVENING
CALLED
BROADWAY

SYMPH°

a

CZECH'S
MIX
Featuring Cellist
Tina Guo

eatu7•Ing

Valerie Perri & Mark McVey

JANACEK

Join Maestro Berkowitz
and the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
in Performing Broadway hits

SkIlmillta-Fametre

from shows ascii as Chicago. Les
lillserables, Mantas of the Opera,
and Cats.

October 15. 2005•8 pit

MOZART
SYmphorty Ma St-Prague
DVORAK
Cab Concerto

j USEC
‘c

OMNI

estasefteliessWiesysry•V1144.11111

And, were proud to introduce a new producer in our
agency! Together, we all work to provide you with the
insurance protection you need — auto, home. business
— at a reasonable price. And, most importantly. at time
of loss, we'll be at your side to help arrange a prompt
and fair claim settlement.
Contact:

iiiit tIESIHA

fm,
,
A.••

No4ember 5,2005
8 poi

livii4•BoWayssisey.erg•271.144J1111

t) Ai/1

Located
in the
lower
level of
New Life Christian Bookstore
100 S Fifth St
270/753.1640

.1,thn Wtlitam,

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE
AGENCY
211 S. 12th St.• Murray • 753-3415

_

ir
il

MATE AUTO*
Insirance Companies

Friends you can depend on

-
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Miers'conservative Christian beliefs don't dispel Evangelicals' concer
By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
(AP) - If Harriet Miers is
confirmed. evangelicals can
finally claim one of their own on
the U.S. Supreme Court. Yet the
spiritual journey that led her to
be horn again and spend 25
years affiliated with a conservative church has not eased concerns among Christians about
her views on abortion, gay rights
and other key social issues.
"Our lack of knowledge
about Harriet Miers, and the
absence of a record on the
'bench, give us insufficient infor ;nation," said Tony Perkins, of
Family
conservative
the
Research Council.
But members of her longtime
congregation. Valley View
Christian Church in Dallas, say
the White House counsel's
strong character and faith are
clear from her dedication to their
community.
Texas Supreme Court Justice

Harriet Mien,
Nathan Hecht. Niters' friend for
30 years, said he brought her to
the church, which he attended,
when she expressed interest in
"a deeper commitment to faith."
After a childhood attending
both Roman Catholic and
Protestant churches, she underwent a full-immersion baptism

•Churches ...
From Page 9A

Palestine church plans
'Friends Day'Sunday

at Valley View in 1979. and later
taught Sunday school classes.
Hecht said Miers has given the
church more than the 10 percent
tithe asked of congregants. She
also served on the missions
committee and took a deep interest in its programs in central
India, according to minister
Barry McCarty, inviting him and
an Indian mission director to
lunch at the White House last
March.
About 150 of Valley View's
1,200 active members recently
left to create their own congregation and Hecht says he and
Miers are among those leaving.
Valley View is changing its governance and worship to a more
style under
contemporary
McCarty, who was hired in
March 2004 and wants to attract
young families. The breakaway
group favors a more traditional
approach. Hecht said.
When in Washington, Miers
attends St. John's Episcopal
Church near the White House,
which President - Bush- also
attends.
McCarty said Miers has not
sent official word that she is
leaving Valley View and he said
she has many friends and supporters there. She most recently
attended services there about a

Palestine t'nited Methodist Church will have "Friends Day" also
known as "Jimmy Day" on Sunday.
Sunday School will he at 10 a.m. and worship service at 11 a.m.
A potluck meal will be served after the morning worship service.
The church will provide the meat. All members are urged to attend
and to in% ite someone for this special day.

Dexter Baptists
plan homecoming
rkm-er Baptist- -('hurth-w41---have -annual. homecoming_on
Sunday. Bro. Howard Conner from South Marshall Baptist Church
v. di he the speaker for the 11 a.m. worship service..
a gospel
.A potluck meal will he served at noon followed by
to attend
piihliC
the
invites
McClure
-Randy
Pastor
singing at 2 p.m.
this special homecoming.

Gospel meeting now
ch
at Coldwater Chur
will have its gospel meeting starting

Coldw mei Church of Christ
tonight and •continuing through Sunday. Jim Dearman will he the
speaker tor the services at 7.p.m. tonight and Saturday and at 9:30
ind 10115 a.taand 30 p.m. on Sunday.
-heath wil he stned following tilt Sunday morning worship
service. The church is located at 8467 Ky. Hwy. 121 North, about
eight tniks

month ago. "Even after moving
away to Washington, she was
always very faithful in coming
back," McCarty said.
But church involvement
alone may not be enough to
assuage Christian conservatives.
John Green. an expert on religion and politics at the
University of Akron, said that
despite Miers' religious credentials she's failing to gain
unequivocal support from some
evangelicals partly because they
feel burned by past nominees
such as Justice David Souter.
who was selected by the first
President Bush and turned out to
be more liberal on the bench
than they wished.
But even more, Green said,
evangelicals are acutely,. aware
of the diverse beliefs within
their own movement; someone
who shares their faith may not
necessarily hold the same political outlook.
"Does she connect her beliefs
up 'to politics in the way that
they would like?. I think the
answer is they just 'don't know."
Green said.
Valley View is part of a
movement known as Christian
Churches and Churches of
Christ. These conservative congregations grew from a 19th

mo‘ement.
century reform movement that ent Christian church
unlike"highly
be
would
it
said
aimed to break down denominacongregational barriers among Christians. ly" for a member of a
to support
The churches tend to be more tion like Valley View
focused on evangelizing than abortion rights. "Still, he said some emigresocial issues, although Valley
"but just
View ministers have preached gants do hold that view
about it."
anything
say
wouldn't
marriage
of
sanctity
the
about
"The overall sentiment is that
and against abortion from the
g that a true
pulpit, and the congregation has this is not somethin
Foster
support,"
can
Christian
ion
provided voter registrat
said. "Yet, there are peopte who
information to members.
and think,
"We probably aren't a real sit in the congregation
that for
know
I
that.'
buy
capital "A" activist church," said 1 don't
fact."
a
Miers
longtime
a
Ron Key,
None of the Valley View
friend who recently left as
interviewed for this
leaders
now
and
minister
View
Valley
they had spoken with
said
story
the
leads Sunday services for
on aborbreakaway group. "That does Miers about her views
"she is
insisted.
Hecht
but
tion,
believe
not mean we don't
strongly in pro-life. We take a pro-life."
And while Miers was a piopublic stance, but we believe
serving •as
this is sort of a grass roots, indi- 'neer in legal circles,
of her
president
woman
first
the
thing."
vidual
Bar
Dallas
the
firm,
law
Valley View's mission stateBar
ment says the church believes Association and Texas
does
View
Valley
on,
Associati
word
the Bible is the infallible
serve as
of God and salvation can be not allow women to
it does
although
elders,
church
But,
Jesus.
found only through
prayers.
reflecting . the movement's his- allow women to lead
Jack Straus. an attorney who
toric rejection of' creeds, states
of the Valley View',
chairman
is
"we try not to be dogmatic about
and met Miers on
council
church
hold
believers
which
de
matters
retreats, said he
singles
church
divergent view's."
that
Doug Foster, an Abilene never heard her challenge
n.
restrictio
historian
ty
Christian Universi
who specializes in the independ-

Nobel Prize winner has western Kentucky roots
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Bonnie Berry remembers her
brother a.s a normal kid growing
up in western Kentucky.
"We made mud pies, and I
remember one time I almost
killed him," she said. "We were
playing in a sandbox and he
made me -eat_ some sand_ _So..1
then made him eat it. and he
almost choked."
Berry didn't detect anything
special about her:brother, Robert
Grubbs, or have any hint that
he'd win a Nobel Prize.
But. Grubbs did just that. The
Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences on Wednesday awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry
to Grubbs and two others for
their des elopment of the
metathesis method in organic
synthesr
V4411111
ne-third
Grub
auiizt.
share of inc'1p
Grubbs. 63. said he was surpriscd hy the award.

"You hear rumors, but never Zealand, where he is in a fourknow that you're even being week lecture series at the
considered for a Nobel Prize," University of Canterbury. "In
Grubbs said. "It is exciting, fact, back then I wasn't even
because you don't expect things sure what the Nobel Priie was."
Grubbs and Berry said their
like this to happen."
the late Faye Grubbs
mother,
the
in
Grubbs was born
Howard's Grove community of Atwood. was highly influential
Marshall Co_unty,_ _which he in their lives.
"She always encouraged us
described as part of the
City- to read," said Berry, who oper_Githensville-Calvert
Possuin'Trot triangle. He grew ates an art studio and girt s1ivv
up on the southside of Paducah. on Broadway in downtown
attended old Franklin Junior Paducah."We didn't have televiHigh School and Paducah sion back then, so it gave us
Tilghman, where he graduated something to do. Reading and
learning was just part of our
with honors in 1960.
Grubbs went on to earn a lives."
Berry said Grubbs wasn't parPh.D at Columbia University in
experimental as a child,
ticularly
a
been
has
1978
1968. and since
professor at the California mostly working With wood, a
hammer and nails in an attempt
Institute of Technology.
ig to see what could be built.
"Wheito4 was a kid
"We got 5 cents a week
ht
up in PadUcah. I never
'ince ind we'd pool our
__Atiote
Isr•pp•-ti
anithiog
to me." Grubbs said in a tele- money and go buy nails." she
phone interview from New said. "We'd get some_old scraps

of wood and just began nailing
them together. We wanted to see
what we could make."
Realtor • Jerry
Paducah
McGregor, who grew up with
Grubbs, described him as a normal kid.
"We used to camp out in his
yard, play basketball and stickball,- MeGregor said.
McGregor recalled that in
1968; Grub-Bs gave him a copy of his doctoral thesis to read.
"I didn't get very far." he said.
"I gave it back to him because Icouldn't even understand the
title."
Grubbs said he hasn't had
time to decide how to spend his
share of the prize money.
"I've been reading through emails and fielding a lot of telephone 'calls." Grubbs
haven't gotten much sleep since
I go, the first telephone call."
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2003 Cadillac
Deville DTS
ST# 200250 34,000'miles
Bose Stereo, Leather,
Chrome Wheels, Parking
Sensors, Loaded!

$32,,1$32,165
Discount
7,565

Blue

TOYOTA (9F)
Hwy. 641 South • Murray
(270) 753-4961

OF MURRAY

ur
p$?ce $24160041

Showroom Hrs 8 - 7 Mon -Fn 8 - 5 Sat
Fax 1270) 759-9918
Email address - toyotaormurray corn

The All New 2006 Chevrolet HHR
e, excellent fuel economy
Bold design, comfort of a car, storage of a utility vehicl
4 a month for 69
at 22 city and 30 mpg hwy, and affordable at $33

from.
Limited supply of ten units! Several colors to choose
Drive by today or call us for more information!

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GMC, INC.
HOW TO DO BUSINESS WITH US...

Us (270) 753-2617 or Toll Free at 1-800-207-9516
1. Drive By and See Us at Hwy. 641 South, Murray, KY 2, Call
at Shelia dwaintayloccom.
Shelia
E-mail
4.
3. Fax Us at (270) 753-1629

A
sr
ll
ro
PASTS ee)

Qui

Eddie Clyde Hale
36 Years at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-GMC, Inc.

l

111
111

41M.V.

753-2617 - Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-GMC, Inc.
753-4735 - Direct to Eddie

753-4961 - Toyota of Murray
1-800-669-7837 - Toll Free Number
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140
Notice

BRIO M101 LIR!Il7IB NV
Friday niaht, October 7.• 6-12
Dinner•6-8
Roadhouse Vend
Members & Guests

ON2
Notice
Bare Beauty Mineral
Cosemetics and
Skin Care are now
sold locally.
Call Paula at
753-2783
COMPANY launches
new product. Free promotional facials. Make
appointment.
(270)748-6277
Lost and Found
FOUND
flea
Canterbury male black
Lab wicollar no tags
753-2660
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: Border Collie in
LBL area last week
$100 reward. Black
with white nose, chest
& paws. 753-1312

411•••

COOK
Work as needed NOI
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.
FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View De.

CNA/Nurse Aide
PAN or full-time.
Prefer experience but
will train Must enjoy
working with the
elderly Good
working conditions.
pleasant
atmosphere
Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
EOE

I

Musical

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

DJ equipment moved
overseas,
ove
$13,000
invested
$3,900 753-0869
diequipment4sale
hotmail con,

National Brand company located in \csiern
Kentucky has an opening for an experienced
Sales • Manager. - Desired- qualifications
include: management experience, sales
experience. demonstrated leadership ability,
working knowledge of the human resource
function, awl a willingness to be involved in
the community. General duties also to
include sales forecasts, budget projections,
marketing activities. evaluating employee
performance, and developing promotional
activity. Exceptional earnings potential.

BUYING
Black
Walnuts. $12 per 100
lbs after we hull.
Miller D. Farms. LLC
217 Kelzie Peeler
Lane. off Old Newburg.
Murray.
Tues-Sat,
8AM-6PM. Call for
details (270)436-2215

Please send resume to:
Attn: HR Manager
1531 U.S. Hwy 641
Benton, KY 42025 •

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 121h,
Murray

BUYING junk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5.235

EOE
DANCERS
earn
51.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM
DENTAL office manager. Experience preferred. Send resume
to: 1653 Calloway
Avenue, Murray, KY
42071.
EXPERIENCED carpenters to do contract
work on houses and
mobile homes Call
705-8250
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System is now
accepting applications for the position of
Network Technician. Experience with IP
routing, Cisco routers, Ethernet:Token
Ring topologies, TCP-pl-us a broad background
in
LAN/WAN
technology
required. Preference
be given to
those applicants with at least five years
experience in specific job market.
Position reports_ directly to MES
Network AdministratOr. -Competitive
salary based on experience and communications skills. Applications can be
obtained at the Business office at 401
Olive St., between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.. M-F. deadline for applying is
October 11, 2005. EOE. No phone calls
please.

GOLDEN Flake Snack
HUMAN RESOURCES ASSISTANT
Foods, Inc.
1:10ure sates - pus n ----Murray,'Kentucky cf(VISion ot Dean foods
PUPPY FOUND Male.opening in the Murray
Company has an opportunity for a
black with tan & white.
&
Mayfield
area.
Blue eyes No collar
Human Resources Assistant. Excellent
Competitive starting
Found in town 753benefit and compensation package. The
pay Benefits available.
1164
successful candidate will be responsible for
Applicant must have
060
good driving record &
HRIS entry. maintenance of all personnel
Help Wanted
pass a pre-employrecords, and have excellent computer
ment/random drug test.
skills, a high degree of ethical standards, 2
AGGRESSIVE phone
Serious inquiries only!
years experience in HR or a related field.
person part time Call
Call 1-800-239-2932
Resume, including salary requirements
759-2147 Monday Oct
(8:00-400 daily) for
should be sent to:
10th
scheduling an interCABLING Technician: view. EOE
Morningstar Foods
Candidate must have
minimum of 1 year in
the installation, test.
troubleshooting, and
repair of twisted pair,
coaxial, and fiber optic
cabling
systems.
Technicians will be
responsible for working
independently and as
part of a team to provide
infrastructure
service to our customers located in KY,
TN, and MO. Salaried
position of 530K up
with more than 30 days
vacation
Van furnished Send resume
to P.O
Box 467.
Murray. KY 42071.

Want to Buy

KENTUCKY
West
Nursery in Murray,
Kentucky has 7 temporary
for
positions
Nursery Laborer from
12/28/05-4/28/06. Job
requires loading and
unloading trucks, digging and wrapping
trees.
Position
is
Monday-Friday from
7:00AM-4:00PM.
Salary is $6.27 per
hour. No experience
required Mail resumes
to V Johnson $4810,
0E7. 275 E. Main
Street. 2-CB, Frankfort,
KY 40601. EOE
LIFE & Health Agent
Growing agency seeks
highly-motivated insurprofessional.
ance
Wide range of products
backed by one of the
nation's most respected companies. Apply in
person 1406 N.12th
St., Suite G. Murray,
KY 42071.
MURRAY law firm
needs permanent parttime legal secretary
Must have flexible
hours between 9-5 M-F
but employer will try to
work wischool schedule if needed. Minimum
typing
wpm
40
required. Legal expenence a plus, but not
required Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-D,
Murray, KY 42071

COMPUTER
Operator Data
Specialist for a growing
small business Utilize
specialized software to
manipulate database
files and process customer jobs Experience
Databases &
with
Spreadsheets
required Salary plus
benefits Send resume
and letter of application
to Automated Direct
Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071

POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21 62.M,
now hiring For application and free government iob info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
8042.
24
Employment service

NEW interviewing for
day shift customer
service reps and cooks
in
for
Hardee's
Draffenvine To schedule an interview. call
888-398-3556
ext
1951

John's now
PAPA
accepting applications
for shift leaders Must
have flexible hours
Applications can be
picked up at Papa
John's. Murray No
phone calls please

P.O. Box 1175
Murray, KY. 42071
Attention: Human Resources Manager
Dean Foods is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer. MIF/ON
NETWORK
Administrator Maintain
computer network and
digital phone system
for growing small business. Windows Server
2000 t 200 3
Workstations 2000/XP.
Microsoft
Exchange
and Active Directory.
Responsibilities
include network maintenance. hardware procurement, email management, and data
backup system. Send
resume, salary requirements. and letter of
application
to
Automated Direct Mail.
1410 N. 12th St. Suite
G, Murray. KY 42071.
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic. 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls. please.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only, 1800-578-8799
STOCKROOM WORKER. Full-time. benefits
High school graduate,
one year general stockroom and inventory
experience. Basic computer skills and valid
license
driver's
required Day shift.
through
Monday
Friday. Salary $7.45
Apply
hourly.
at:
Human
Resources.
Murray
State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall.
KY
Murray.
4 207 1 - 33 1 2.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply
AA
MP/D.
EEO,
employer.

TRAVELING
Distnbution Manager
Small growing company seeking hard working, self motivated.
honest individual. Must
have
warehouse.
inventory, origination.
and managerial skills.
Manage 25-100 people. Job requires extensive travel 10 days-6
weeks at a time across
U.S. & Canada. Must
be able to run a forklift
and lift to 50 lbs..
Computer skills. Word.
Excel a plus Retirees
welcome to apply. Call
(270)395-0296 or fax
(270)395-9710

NICE wash
(270)435-4336

kettle

USED carpeting electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators. atr conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
-WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
Articles
For Sale
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
FISHER wood stove
Very good condition.
753-8875
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade Calf now to
see how you can get
your first month free
Also
get
HBO,
Cinemax & Showtime
tree for 3 months
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

STRAW far sale $2 a
bale. 489-2436. if no
answer leave message

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
c,,avels. White rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell.

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
wr
dress
capped
sleeves, size 16. $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

1111APPliwals
Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $12,500. 753
6012

1980 Schultz 14x60
mobile home
Must
move, 52.700 or bes
offer 761-3536 or 227
0422
1993 Fleetwood 14x70
3 bedroom. 1 bath.
washer, dryer. stove
Call anytime 293-4286
1996 Crimson Deluxe
16x80 3BR 2 bath
excellent
condition.
delivered. set-up and
underpinned, $19,900.
(270)489-2525
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1.000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

REDUCED
3BR
mobile home arid lot.
$15,500 753-6012
REPOS!!?: We've got
to move 'ems Singles &
Doubles' Land packages available! 731584-9429
REPOS.
REPOS,
REPOS. Doubles, singles. Land home. Call
1-800-533-5368
SHARP 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH REPO OW:
Fireplace. must see!!!
731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both pnced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today!!
WE have 97°. financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3% 100%
loans Call 1-800-5333568

NEED a good House
and business cleaning? Call 753-1016
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2g57 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home. remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath.
windows.
etc.
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5914

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A, Certified Technician
Spyware removal.
759.3556

FLINT Ridge solid
maple, dark walnut
color, 60' oval table
w/18' extension, 2 captain's chairs, 3 side
chairs 55" hutch/buffet
lighted with dovetail
drawers, good condition
$600
OBO
(731)232-8307
180
Lawn 8 Garden
CUB Cadet 19HP 42
inch cut riding lawn
mower. Series 1000,
LT 1042. Purchased
May 15. 2005 Comes
with 3 year extended
protection plan. Less
than 20 hours of actual
usage $1.400 7531176
210
Arwood
FIREWOOD $40 a nck
delivered
Tree
removal 527-8368

1,2.3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2 & 3BR apts avail
able Please call 7538221
1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer $33.
*2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt.
appliances, w/d, $425
•1BR. 1 bath, with
study. w/d. $350.
753-7559

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR apt partially furnished, partial utilities
paid. $260 per month +
deposit. 752-0456
1BR furnished apartment for rent No pets
$225 a month_ $100
deposit. 121N next to
fairgrounds. 753-3159
1BR some utilities paid,
no pets. 767-9037

2BR Apt
Cambridge
area 293-6968
2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
2BR. some utilities
paid. $270 No pets.
767-903'7
4BR. 2 bath, all appliances. central HA.
rates.
Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 2br
townhouses, basic rent
5360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LARGE duplex 28R 2
bath garage, $600
436-5685
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $340 00
38R $425 00
S100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

NICE 2BR
753()R6F

TO BE
SOLD

1 bedroom furnished
duplex near lake, $250
monthly plus utilities
and deposit 270-43E6081

753-3853
RED OAKS APTS
Special
S100 Deposit
1BR From S280
2BR From 5325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR no pets
water paid 753-5980

PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

VERY roomy, 2br.
inierics1Prop.
For Rent
lli
Cori F
il
2 bath. garage, C/H/A.
Alt applrat r
-1- year -7177-Soutrr T2M street
lease. 1 month deposit. South Center 700.
no pets 753-2905
1,000. 1.200 sq ft
Available
in
September --Ph-One
753-1252 -53-0606
CLEAN room for rent
wifull house privileges.
(1)1INIER('I
64" Big Screen TV. wtd,
Bt 11.1)1NC
surround sound. color
FOR RENT
TV in room. Oft street
parking.
.114141 S4). ET. Climate
1888)5346138 •
ciintridlIc if u.treheitest.
sill; loadine &KA A
deist' in doer & 2..4111
Ft, office space %%Rh 7
38R. -2. bath. 309
offices and .3 haihrtmonm
Woodlawn $510/mo.
I ocaled .11 14711 Spnics•
sec. 474-2520
StlITI.
75.3-5976
3BR. 2 bath. Camelot
0r ,N3-9909
Subdivision. Available
immediately.
S750
COMMERCiA._ -r eta
month. (270)435-4602,
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
293-4602
C G 'H
restrooms,
plenty
of
parking.
4 BR doublewtde, like
new, lust off Hwy. 293. excellent location near
judicial building 404 N
possible land contract
4th St complex 759(270)527-9981
3772
NEWLY
upgraded,
PROFESSIONAL
charming 28R. 1BA
office located on 2nd
lakefront house in
Shores. floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Panorama
wtd.
CZKA. Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices.
$400imonth
plus
waiting room, full bath
Available
deposit
immediately. (310)567- and shower. Public and
private
entrances.
9321
References
parking
Covered
required
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
123
Storage Renters
month plus utilities
759-3954
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

_

1111

[

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4em M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Estate of Woodrow & Anna Lou Tarry

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118

•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

SATURDAY OCTOBER 8. 2005 12 NOON
Location: 900 Kelso Road. 1 mile west of Lynn Grove, KY
3 FARMS

753

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

1110
.....
111.1
"

No pets

LOTS for rent
9866

Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture
753-8501
Open

Fk1011,AND AUCTION

2 bedrooms. 2 baths
on 1/2 acre lot. Freshly
painted, new carpet.
Yard mowing included.
no inside pets $275 a
month plus deposit.
Call 270-623-6314 or
270-994-9064
LARGE 2BR, $275
753-6012

VISA

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

1BR apartment. 1604 &
1606 Miller Lease
deposit required. No
pets Laundry room
provided. Partial utilities paid 270-5192699

NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

160
Home Furnishings
ATTENTION night staff
workers need a sitter
for your children? Cal
489-2729

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $2001mo
753-4109

1BR 411-142S 8th St.
$250/mo + sec 4743 BEDROOM SIN- 2520
GLEWIDE
Only
$15.000!!' Call today!! 1BR all appliances
Oaks Apts., starting at
731-584-9429
$250 Coleman RE
LAND -HOME
759-4118
Packages are our spe1BR-4BR apartments
cialty
FHA
or
Conventional Let us. Ask about move in free
do the work! Call 1- days Coleman RE
759-4118
800-533-3568 or 7312 BR. 2 Bath apt
_
644-0012
NO money needed:'wisher
FHA land packages -furnished, close to
MSU, 1 year old.
available now Limited
$550 00/mo 753-2225
funds Don't miss out
day. 759-1509 night
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012

ys.

•Farm 1 contains 85 acres + or - (Calloway County)

(House shown above is located on Farm 1)
• Farm 2 contains 40 acres + or - (Calloway County)
• Farm 3 contains 60 acres + or - (Graves County)

ilh•

Directions to Farm 1: From Lynn Grove take Highway 94W tor 1 mile to Kelso
Road Turn loll to Kelso Rd Travel 1 mile to the sale site IFarms 1 and 21
Directions to Farm 2: From Kelso Road travel 1 mile west or Highway 94 to
Howard Road Turn ieft and travel 1 5 miles to intersection ot Swan Road Farm 2
is on the right at intersection ot Swan
Directions to Farm 3: From Kelso Road take Highway 94W for 2 5 miies to Bee&
Grove Road Turn left onto Beech Grove Road Travel 1 6 miles to Barnett Road
Travel 1 3 miles on Barnett Road I the sale site
Rena It UR

fa-

211 • Friday,(ktober 7,
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CLASSIFIEDS

HUGE YARD SALE
SATURDAY OCTOBER 8TH
7:30 A.M.
693 WALSTON DRIVE. ALMO
641 N. TO COLES CAMPGROUND ROAD
TO WELLS PURDOM DRIVE TO
CORNER OF WELLS PURDOM
AND WALSTON DRIVE
Washer and Dryer, patio table and chairs golf
clubs nice ell:dhoti, girl size 8-12. ladies sizes 12
& 14. mane Wes 34x32 and larger and XL, camping equi)ment, building supplies, oak dresser and
mirror twin bed TV, child's organ lots of stuff'

4-FAMILY GARAGE SALE
THURS FRI & SAT
94E TO 280- 4 1/2 MILES TURN
RIGHT- 1130 WRIGHT RD.
Lots of 1/2 price clothes & tables, Oak table
w/3 chairs, 10 speed bike, treadmill duo cruiser, chair & stool, lawn mower 3 in 1 scanner
printer, copier, Z272 Lexmarit pnnter, computor
parts, twin box springs. Queen bed & frame

HUGE YARD SALE
NORTH 18TH IN
CHURCH PARKING LOT
SAT 8:00
Table & chairs, refngerator. bedroom set
couch, loyeseat, coffee table, end tables cap-

weedeater, lots or odds & ends All must go

-151EsFerias

YARD SALE
627
WISWELL RD
SATURDAY
OCT. 8TH
7-3
Furniture and
household
goods.

baby equipment

3 PARTY GARAGE SALE
8667 STATE ROUTE 94E,8
MILES EAST OF MURRAY FROM
THE COURT SQUARE
SAT. OCT. 8TH
7:00 AM -?
12) Ashley glass top, wicker & iron tables

1RST TIME
YARD SALE
641 N. TO HWY
80, LEFT ON VAN

wingback chair, childrens clothes, baby
i.lothes pictures.(1) leather bar stool lots of
books too many items to mention
Come Seel

inclining chairs, baby clothes, electric

1

Yard Saki

tains bed, washer, dryer, furniture, large area
rug, old quilt, king bed spreads, vacuum, large
doll houses, betties, iron skillets, microwave,
decor, tnnkets, infant & up girls clothes- men &
womens clothes, robot dog, TV'S bike.

CLEAVE RD.
SHOP ON RIGHT
SAT 8AM-?

rica Prop, For Rent

VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
extra large overhead
doors. excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436:2858
PAIR of sugar glide!
Have an extra per
731-232-8350

YARD SALE
1461
RADIO RD
ALMO
THURS, FRI
& SAT
Home decor,
linens, kitchen
items, lots of
everything

293-0484

STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582
(night) 759-4718
400
Seis

YARD SALE
402
SOUTH 9TH
FRI 7AM-5PM
SAT 7AM-1PM
SOMETHING
FOR
EVERYONE

CANTERBURY
SUBDIVISION
FRI OCT 7TH
7AM-?
Lots of everything

plane SChWIn elleftssr
bike. outdoor %ovulate
beaks, hotaalf010 sh,
mu& much mote'

iming supplies hous,

household items

hold items

YARD SALE
4983 SPEAKER
TRAIL(HWY 280)
SATURDAY
OCT 8TH
7AM-?

Boys and girls
clothing, baby
items, toys. mens
arid womens
clothing, home
decorations and
!or,
- more

-

of household stuff,
wood windows.
burn barrels
Come--seet_.

2048 N. 16TH ST

BIRDS

Antique furniture,

1ST time garage &

baby mattress &

moving sale-.

121 to stella past
west fork church on
left 1/2 mile
sat oct. 8th
7am-12noon
Day bed dressers
bunk beds, lamps, ruu
antiques pictures
nautical stuff & more

SAT

OCT 8TH ONLY
8:00-?
Power tools fishing h'

exercise equipment
yamaha electric
piano plus size &

,r.

clothes

Garage sale
2655 butterworth rd.

BEST YARD SALE
S. 16TH STREET
ACROSS FROM
wEsTvIEW
NURSING HOME

SALE

8AM NO EARLY

Girl & boy
clothes. table & 4
chairs. lots of
stuff

knives, swords, lots

GARAGE- MOVING

7AM-?

YARD SALE
1518
OXFORD DR.
SAT. OCT 8TH
8:00-2:00

iewelry. silver,

much more

6-PARTY
YARD SALE

TENT SALE
823 SOUTH 4TH
SATURDAY
7AM-5PM
CDS. DVDS. toys.

Furniture.
household items
laptop and much

FRI 10/7 & SAT )0/8

FRI & SAT

YARD SALE
821 N.
19TH ST
SAT. OCT 8TH
9AM-?
Furnishing.
stereo equipment. clothing,
much more.

....vying material. trunks
Dryer, dishes

SATURDAY

HUGE 2 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
FRI. OCT 7
SAT OCT 8
7-2
1538 SPRING

CREEK DR

• ,oks too many
itern,, to list

YARD SALE
1555
WHIPPOORWILL
DR
FRI. OCT 7TH
SAT. OCT 8TH

tri-rs Ft more

LYNVILLE KY
COMMUNITY
YARD SALE
3667 ST RT 94E
15 FAMILY
MAPS WILL BE
AVAILABLE
Old quilts cook
stove, furniture
books, all sizes
clothes, sewing
machine', shoes
purse;

YARD SALE
524 SHADY
LANE
SEPT 30TH.
OCT 1ST ALSO
OCT 7TH & 8TH

HUGE YARD
SALE
AT PROMISE OF
HOPE CHURCH

SELLING OUT ALL
THE HOUSEHOLD
MANY ITEMS
SOME FURNITURE
AS WELL WILL
TRY TO HOLD
RAIN OR SHINE

YARD SALE
546
UTTERBACK RD
641 N. turn left
on Skating Rink
8th driveway on
right

SAT. OCT 8TH
7AM-?
Girls oothes 0-8
years furniture,
toys, lots of good
stuff

GARAGE SALE
604 S. 4TH ST.
FRI & SAT
10/7 & 10/8
8AM TILL 1PM

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
4384 VAN
CLEAVE RD
FOLLOW
SIGNS
SATURDAY 8-2

clothes, tools. odds

LOTS OF

& ends. Billy Goat

MISCELLANEOUS

Vacuum

121 NORTH
FRI & SAT
8-5
Huge lots of

86 Ford 3;4 Ton
Truck, lawn equip.

r1

-WO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
ncome-producer
5125.000' 270-7531109 270-227-1545

730 am -5pm
Closed Saturday

HOUSE & 1 acre lot in
Hazel on Barnett St
38R. 1 bath. Call 7536597
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823
IMMEDIATE POSSESION 3 bedroom, 1
bath All appliances
included 502 Olive St
759-2097
$79,900
after 5
LAKE AREA HOME
with 1 acre 4236
Speaker Trail, Murray,
KY. Newer
home
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 3 bedroom, 1
bath, utility room with
washer/dyer hook-ups.
central heat/air fresh
paint, wall to wall carpet, oak kitchen cabinets Nice and clean
$69.900 Not a trailer or
modular. Block foundation. (615)264-2979
Call for appointment.
MODULAR home with
garage and lot 3 bedroom, 2 bath 5 miles
out on Hwy 94E 270753-5947
RANCH Style House &
10 5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992
47
Motorcycles & Arts
GO-KART
Murray
6
Explorer
HP
Tecumseh.
padded
cage W/seat belt, good
tires. Excellent condition, $600 492-8815
HUNTERS
special!
2001 400 arctic cat
4x4. $3,500. 2001
Honda CR80 Clean.
with extras, $1.150
OBO. Serious inquiries
only. 436-6368
4 ATV tiresWheels for
Yamaha 4-wheelers
TIrPc fair wheels_ goocL_
with no cracks or
bends $60+all 4 492-

LOOKING for a boat
slip on Kentucky
Lake?
Now pre leasing rev.
boat slips on Cypress
Creek for 2006..07 seasons Lakeview Marina
20
from
minutes
Murray. Call now for
details (270)436-5876

.436ck 'All

•Vire Use Hot Water *Parking Luts rYir Driscw..s.

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or 12701 293-0939

tProperty
in
[
CABIN on private lot .5
miles from Kentucky
Lake boat ramp as is
needs work, $14.500
OBO or possible trade
753-6870
WATERFRONT property' KY's largest lakes
10 acres only S79.900'
Ideal location' New to
market Won t last Call
owner 270-024-4328

1. NED

APPLIANCES

comm spray rig,

1

460
Homes For See

BEAUT1Fut. 2.600
Sq Ft. new Brick home
w14 acres more acres
available w/barn
4hr 2 12 bath

(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191

2BR. newly re,
bathroom
f
cabin. fireplace, KY
Lake 12 miles South
Murray city limits 205
Mills Ln (731)3645596

A-1 Stump Removal
431-3044
AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing.
carpentry, decks,
ceramic & floor tiles
etc New, remodel 30
years
experience
Prompt, dependable
Free
estimates
(270)753-9210 anytime

AD Motors, 624 N. 4th
Street. Call us for your
auto repairs. Imports or
domestic
cars
or
trucks.
Open
8-5
Monday
through •
Friday. 753-6988

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

20 YRS. EXP
CALL MARK HAVES

7534495
CALLOWAY
Trash
761-3740
Service
293-4045
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc. 752-0500, 7591229

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding.
mobile home repair.
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared plumbing fixrepaired
tures
or
installed
(270)97B0133

David's Home
Improvement

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
Builder,
Roofing,Decks, Siding
753-2592 -

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Ficior Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

ANDRUS Excavating
'Certified septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
'Ponds
•Driveways
•Insured '
753-9503, 978-0343

111 1

David (3allimore, Owner

Lit.

sa & MasterCard Accepted

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

731-247-5422

• 753-7728

'CAJ..W'L'CORPO RATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

TIITSSENTIAL DAY 5PA
'MASSAGE THERAPI 'FACIALS • HA1RCARE
•SLGARING •NI INICURES AND PEDICURES
•AROMATHLRAPI *BODY WRAPS 'GEL NAILS

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
\dined One 4:America's Fastest Growing Salons

AVEDA

Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1307 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760

onceot Salon

i CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED! •

• We AISO Offer
•
•

•
•

Pick-Up-In-Town — Some
_;nipping •
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
•
•

•Coior & B&W Copies, Faxing, Laminating
•Mailboi Rental •Freige,f Services

•
•

MAILBOX RENTAL SPECIAL
Rent a modbox for one year 8 gel three months free

THE UPS STORE
p

N '211'19 Nee token:in eu0)
Sot 9 o m -4 p.m

762-9103

Does Your Computer Need A Check Up?

Ask the PC DOCTOR

2002 3 car hauler
$7.000 731-336-3661,
731-642-5671

SERVICES OFFERED
.11.ithe I. all,

Wernher .1
(((umber
I (.111110,11-e• A
&MINIflab

Sic K

KieneralSlaintenance
'Home *Marks lailalled & Sell*

K hmponeni 1 pgrades
( persde,
Aims Remmal
'Repair
.tiharim Built I. amputee,
•,
'Spirit lm-ream,
r,stem & Nret.ogi, Consulting

Ram
Dodge
99
57,000 miles
nice
truck
topper,
with
$7,000 293-9970

I SA

•815877'
ICAuern aVilws

PC DOCTOR of Murray, LLC
(moll am _pccioctortachortor not •
Warbato Map //reaw that pcdOctor.com
suanaiss unix 270-759-0059 • fax 270-759-0089
Ise Iia(efier. Compufte
a Aram Shoornattem.(Timm
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CARPEfjtf COVEING

Will Do Insurance Work

res•
tob
Cal

Al

'since 1971"
•Carpets *Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt/753-5827

DESIGN Jr MAUVE

Used Tracts

'Iuusy Leosr s rimr.
27o-751 191f

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, fire-'
wood. Insured. 4892839

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE

500

I ui.1, .rf I .fp
Call us we win be
glad to help

ELECTRICIAN
New Cong./Remodel/
or trouble. Lic, and ins
vt/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
•Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Lamb's Tree
A-1
Service.. Trimming,
removal, etc. hauling,
junk clean up, gutter
cleaning..436-2867

2000 Cougar. silver,
83.000 miles. new tires
and brakes $6.600
293-6468 or 293-0606
2000
Pontiac
red
Grand Prix GT All
power, leather interior,
factory CD 1-270-7533473

1996 Mazda pick-up
truck 'Gas saver',
$1.800 Call 293-8522
for more info ask for
Clay

tor
Call about our tail
specials
293-5438

CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPEISIENCE

767-0533 MOWING,
trimming,
mulching,
painting, odd jobs,
cleaning
Free
Estimates_ 978-1115.

2000 Nissan Xterra
red 4x4, automatic
$7.700, 100.xxx miles
436-2448
'99 Ford
Explorer
Sport 753-4022

1997 Nissan pickup 4
cyl 5-spd. $3.700.
2003 Chevy 4x4 ext.
cab, leather, loaded,
17.000 miles. $20.500.
759-1070

014J HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time

APPLIANCE &
I.ECTRICAL REPOLI*

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs all types 29
years experience Call
Carters

portiUtility Vehicles
lp

2004 Dodge dually
diesel White/grey interior, like new. $26,900
731-336-3661. 731642-5671

mis
to .
a n.
12

External Cleaning

.Acid Cleaning Mailable

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

E

'98 Chevrolet Cavalier
condition
Excellent
436-2472, 752-0833
1993 Crown Vict ri
51.000
1991 Crown Victoria.
90,000 miles $1,000
1993 TransAm LT1
350. 6 spd manual
aanmission. 89.000
miles. $A 700
1974 Dodge .Charger.
$200 759-1070

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Hume,

436-2867
Lamb's
Mower Repair Free
pock-up/delivery

8e-t-5

Mu

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

i'vt-F 3 o m

Classifieds Office Open

.eat. computer

APPRAISED
Will set
$234,073
$166,000 this week
You read it nght My
beautiful home can be
yours easily. Bnng your
own
or
appraiser
banker None compares prtcewise. Are
you qualified/ Henry
227-7913

David's Cleaning
Services

Sow ISown

kids clothes new &
air nP,P, tern', re..

h

thes, household

des.
,omputer scanner
3ishes. bookcase 4&Amor file. bassine
chArs

Furniture, Guilts

ESTATES DR
LOT G-7

Emergency
Room entrance
of the hospital.
Sat. Oct. 8
7:30
furniture, books.
games. tools, toys.
pottery, keyboard,
eiectronics, household equipment
much more

.!ectib(esr1inens. chin,,

513 S. 6TH ST.

Baby [terns,

YARD SALE
1401 JOHNSON
BLVD.
FRI. NOON-5PM
SAT 7AM-?
New toddler car

6AM-3PM

FRIDAY &

TV, clothes.

Lots of name t
deltas for worrier
04. ulanght bachar,

RD)SAT 10/8

706 Elm, 1 block
from the

GARAGE SALE
453 COUNTRYSIDE
DRIVE
(121 S., 2.5 miles)
FRI & SAT
8-4
Attic clean out antique

1500 COACH

Many home items,
GARAGE SALE
117 MURRAY
ESTATES DR
(OFF OF 94 WEST)
SATURDAY
OCT 8TH
7:00-11:00

CAMPGROUND

WESTWOOD DR
SAT OCT 8
7AM-?

7-?
REGISTERED ,, •
Angus bull 4 yo
Excellent coofirmat
disposition
great
Phone 498-8416 or

(OFF OF COLES

DRIVE

Livestock 6 auppiii71

MIXED grass
$1 75 bale 436

166 METCALF LN

YARD SALE
1800

YARD SALE

GELDING 15 tianch,
t4 years old good
gentle
trail
horse
(731)232-6165

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE
1499 OXFORD

TOY Poodles for sal(
ton-V0-436-5.2-4,—Caft-1,

HMI

YARD SALE

With 58.000 miles in excel,
r.inditicie, 4-string Squire P bass guitar with !ban...
10 wan practice amp $75. 8 place setting
independence Ironstone' 2 microwaves. dishes
Clarks shoes size 10 women's clothes 1X. ladies
clothes size 10-12. cookbooks, purses new Singer
Elegance sewing machine, wooden bookshelf silk
riower arrangements, books. Chnstmas
iecotations, Navy & Burgundy sofa, Trophy case
• .499 Cadillac Deville

SAT OCT. 8TH
SHIH-TZU SAW paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

clothes. furniture

8:00 AM - 2:00 PM

Cook Books, decorative roosters
golf bags, lawn edger. bedroom
chaise lounge, quilting crafts,
men's & women's XL clothing, lawn
chairs and more

E

Toys, knock knacks,

REMODELING YARD SALE
1415 DUDLEY DRIVE
SATURDAY OCTOBER 8TH

GARAGE SALE
2100 CREEKWOOD DR.,
OFF JOHNNY ROBERTSON
RD., IN WOODGATE
SATURDAY 7-12

‘Iurra.t I.edger & Times
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lookingBack
for $300 to Ron 'McAlister, prin10 years ago
The Murray Planning Com- cipal of Calloway County High
mission has given final approval School, to go toward the purto Pizza Hut Restaurant to open chase of books for needy stua new delivery store at 306 North dents.
Murray High Tigers lost 2612th St.
13 to Caldwell County in a footCallosiday Comity Fire Rescue
ball game at Princeton.
responded yesterday to the 11th
40 years ago
tobacco barn fire this year in
During the month of August,
Calloway County. The barn was
owned by Billy and Wildie Cole- 912 persons in Calloway Counman and the 2.5 acres of tobac- ty received goods under the food
program of the United States
co valued at $16,000 and owned
Department of Agriculture.
by Bob Kemp were destroyed.
The Rev. Billy Hurt, pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bazzell
Jr. were married 50 years Sept. of First Baptist church, Benton,
will be speaker at the revisal
18.
Births reported include a boy Oct. 10-17 at Memorial Baptist
to Timothy and Amanda Green. Church, Murray. Bill Fowler.
minister of music at Lone Oak
Sept. 6.
Baptist church, will direct the
20 years ago
music. Mrs. Leonard Arnn and
The Murray Briggs & Stratton Plant is currently preparing Mrs. Thyra Crawford will he
to offer a unique opportunity for accompanists.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor
some 100 Murray State Univerwill he married 50 years Oct.
sity students with a desire to
10.
work while attending school.
50 years ago
Eunice Cunningham. senior
Published are a story and picfrom Cadiz. was crowned as the
ture about Clarence W. Williams
1985 Murray State University
who became the first person at
homecoming queen prior to the
football game with MSU win— --Murray Manufacturing Company
ning 35-9-over Morehead Eagles,-- - - to-reach the age of retirement when
Attendants to the queen were he became 65 on Oct. 2. He
Leslie Orr. Debbie Stubblefield. started work at the stove plant
March 6, 1947.
Shari Crafton and Bniceann
Mrs. Elmer Collins presented
Deshavor.
Earl and Lonah Maisel of a lesson on -Clothing GuideAlmo were married 50 years Oct. posts" at a meeting of the Paris
Road Homemakers Club held at
3.
the home of Mrs. Hubert Myers.
30 yeas ago
New officers of Murray Star
Educators from 19 school districts in West Kentucky will gath- Chapter No. 433 Order of the
er Oct. 10 at Murray State Uni- Eastern Star are Jean Weeks, Buel
versity for the annual fall meet- Stalls, Mildred Bell. Paul Dill.
ing of the First District Educa- Belva Dill, Mildred Stalls. Anna
Kuhn, Christine. KellY, Maybell
tion Association.
Jones, Nettie Klapp and Dorothy
Published is a picture of John
Boone.
Thompson. president of Murray
Lions Club. presenting a check

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press killed an elderly Jewish Amer(AP) - Today is Friday. Oct. ican tourist, Leon Klinghoffer,
7, the 280th day of 2005. There and threw his body overboard;
they surrendered two days after
are 85 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight-ii: Histo- taking the ship.)
, On this date:
ry:
In 1777, the second Battle
Twemy years ago, on Oct.
7, 1985. Palestinian gunmen of Saratoga began during the
hijacked the Italian cruise ship ---American Revolution. In 1960,
Achille Lauro in the Mediter- Democratic presidential candiranean with more than 400 date John F. Kennedy and
people aboard. (The hijackers Republican opponent Richard
Et A Et V El LIJESC)
.rstr;mt A001 A IgtO'S
USUAtty
FAST AIMS
"MA40X0F'DADA" OF
le-illY,"0¢ **ASINN('

RI
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Diabetes calls for
reasonable dietary goals

Stepdad's abuse of daughter
is hard for her mom to accept
DEAR ABBY: My husband
of five years. "Jeff," is one of
the most intelligent, loving, sensitive men I have ever met.
However. the other. day, .my
daughter.."Julie." reported that
had
Jeff
touched her
inappropritwo
ately
years ago
she
when
was 10. She
also quoted
some inappropriate
Dear Abby sexual com-

So why do I want him back
so mach? I am afraid the detectives will force me to divorce
him. I know Julie is not comfortable around him, but I keep
hoping that family counseling
and some therapy will solve the

problem. Of course, I will
always choose my child first,
but when do I know when to
give up on my marriage? -TORN IN TWO IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR TORN: You probably
back
want your husband
because you are still in a state of
denial, or have not yet accepted
ments he has the fact that he may have married you to get to your little girl.
and
made
By Abigail
You will know when to give up
said he had
Van Buren
even flashed on your marriage when you
have finally accepted that you
her once.
As if that is not bad enough. married a predatory child
she said Jeff had also been molester who tried to bully your
threatening her while I was at daughter into submission. She is
work, saying things like, "Your afraid of him for good reason,
mother isn't here to save you." and family counseling and therHe has- never hit either one of apy are not likely to "cure" him
us. He is all bark and no bite, of his sick fixation on her.
although he can be very scary Please remember that when he
tries to re-ingratiate himself.
when he is angry.
•••
and - the
The
police
From time to
ABBY:
DEAR
Services
Human
of
Department
are now involved. Jeff has time, you tell young women
moved to a motel pending .an who think they might be pregnant and are afraid to tell their
investigatiOn.
I know my first concern parents, to do so. I usually do
should be for Julie. but I feel she not write letters like this, but I
is safe and happy. I am more need to express my personal
upset about my husband. Even experience. I am a minister.
though I know he is an idiot for Several years ago. I worked for
doing these things, and my Planned Parenthood and we had
daughter is afraid of him. I don't a young girl -- around 13 years
think he ever intended to molest of age -- test positive for pregnancy. We urged her to tell her
or hurt her. But he has.
parents, but she kept refusing,
insisting. "Dad will kill me!"
Of course, we knew better,
M. Nixon held the second of
and finally convinced her that
their broadcast debates.
the best thing was to tell her
In 1979, Pope John Paul II
parents, have the baby. and get
concluded his weeklong tour
on with her life.
of llie—United- States with a
Her father beat her so badly
Mass on the Washington Mall.
that she was in the hospital for
In 1998, Matthew Shepard.
more than a month. She lost the
a gay college-StUdent;was-beatbaby because oldie beating and
en and left tied to a wooden ended up in foster care.
fencepost outside of Laramie.
I will never again tell a young
Wyo.; he died five days later. person that her parents will not
go crazy. and I don't think you
should do that either. Thanks.
Abby. I enjoy your column. -REGRETFUL IN FLORIDA
I Toit4K.THisi
REGRETFUL:
DEAR
Staouva BE
'Thank you for the warning.
"EXCL1SE
Even though we wish all

NEN

You
mentioned
in a column
that you disagreed with
the new recDr. Gott
ommendathat
tions
By
Dr. Peter Gott carbohydrates
should be consumed in moderation. and sugar in reasonable quantities.
Of course. dieticians have
urged diabetics to consume carbohydrates from milk, fruit and
starches. However, we professionals have to consider that
we have to set realistic goals
for blood-sugar control.
If you tell patients that they
can never have that favorite
piece of chocolate cake again
or never consume a bowl of
ice cream, do you really believe
that patients are going to follow your meal plan?
DEAR READER: When my
patients with lung cancer finally give up smoking, alcoholics
stop drinking because of liver
disease, or any patient discontinues some food or habit
because of a disease. I applaud
them and encourage their
changes in lifestyle. Consequently, I do not buy your
opinion that a diabetic giving
up chocolate cake is not appro-

no-

OA,

oni

are unable to do so.
For that reason, I do not
believe that parental notification should be mandated by law.
And because sex education is no
longer taught in as many states
as it had been before. I strongly
urge parents to begin talking to
their children early about the
facts_ of life and their personal._
value system.

Et IL CDFJ CO I EC)

"Diabetes Mellitus," Send a
long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to men•
tion the title.
Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book •'Live Longer,
Live Better: Taking Care of
Your Health" (Quill Driver
www.quilldriverBooks,
books.com

Test Your Play

•••

girls do involve their families,
there will always be some who

4I

priate behavior. Each patient,
regardless of medical disorder,
must take responsibility for his
or her own actions. For example, cardiologists go crazy when
their patients with coronary
artery disease refuse to stop
smoking and take medication
to lower their cholesterol levels.
I stand firm on this issue.
If a patient has diabetes, he
or she should eliminate simple carbohydrates (sugar and
others) from their diets. Period. No discussion. They can
fulfill their tastes for sweets
by using sugar-free products
such as Splenda. In my opinion. no diabetic should. be able
to use sugar, chocolate cake
or ice cream because they "can't
help it." That response is not
a defense; it. is an excuse.
Ms. Dietician, let's work
together to ensure that diabetics are following healthful.diets
that are not too restrictive. But
let's not back off from defining reasonable goals: that's
where non-sugar substitutes
may be helpful.
'Readers who would like
more information on diabetes
can send for my Health Report

ContractBridge

—
I. You are declarer with the West
hand at Six Diamonds. and North
leads the queen of spades. How
would you play the hand'?
EAST
WEST
3
4A K
11,A K 6 4 3
.
•7
•75
•AKQJ 109
4.A 10 9 8 2
+7543
2. You are declarer with the West
hand at Four Hearts. North having
bid one spade over your opening
one-heart bid. North leads the jack of
their_..
to
ginhs _cta_which South _plays___the_
teenagers could disclose
parents, as_ yourlelter illustrates, se,ven. How would you play the
_ it is a sad reality that some of hand'?
EAST
WEST
them cannot. And we, who care
+103
•K 2
about young people. have to
IPAQ10 5 4
K 97 3
*A18
•5 4
first be concerned with their
+542
•A K 8 3
safety. Although most young

Pcs'r
Pat
PANT

tom

DEAR DR. GOIT: I am
a licensed nutritionist with
advanced degrees'. I am also
a diabetic, which inspired me
to become
an expert in
nutrition
and diabetes
care.

1. To draw trumps and rely
entirely on a 2-2 club break — a 40
percent probability — would be
pushing your luck too far. You can
improve your chances greatly by
playing for a 4-3 division in hearts. a
62 percent probability.
Accordingly, you win the opening
spade lead with the ace, cash the ace

of trumps and, assuming everyone
follows suit, next cash the A-K of
hearts and ruff a heart. If the opponents follow to all three rounds of
hearts. ruff the king of spades in
dummy. ruff another heart, draw
trumps and claim six, scoring your
12th trick with dummy's six of
hearts.
If the hearts do not divide 4-3. you
can still make the contract if the
clubs are 2-2 and the trumps break
normally. Testing the hearts before
_touching the club suit gives you two
chances to make the slam instead of
just one.
2. Your best chance is to duck the
club lead, hoping the opposing clubs
are divided 3-3. In that event, after
drawing trumps and cashing the A-K
of clubs. you will be able to discard a
spade from dummy on your fourth
club and thereby limit yourself to one
spade loser.
For his mercall. North might have
a hand something like:
•AQ.174 (IP 62•K92•1106
If you make the mistake of winning the opening club lead, there will
be no way to stop South from later
gaining the lead with a club or a diamond for the killing spade return.

Tomorrow: Neyer say die.
t'(N)5

King Features S',n.iicatc Inc

Crosswords
V CO Ft Et E.lr-r
WE WALKED FR6,4 -ate. POWWOW 6120UN0S INRou&H A
meNzLy EMPly viLLAG.E.,

BACK 10Ei..12Ae,ero's
ApAirime

Fl cr VV CO FtS•EACD.
AND I -row:, ELI2AI3ETH
Lat& AFTER SUNSET WE 4 14ATI FlpJALLY LWDERSFOCO
CoL)LO Feet Ti-is vit3RATIOW t v"sHe'D wANT5D To
come -ro etlicawaKi -TO
1-1-le Petirsq 1i41204-)6#4
144E- FLOOR,

-roe DANC-iNeo CONliNuED

i-rgA PLACE NINERE
ONE CAN LEARN.

Ago

G A Ft IF I E

IDC:o
SHE WAS
A MIME

I vv HAT 20E5
'THIS MEAN?

09

SOME THINGS
ARE BEST
UNSAI
.
LEFT

1 Run arouna
4 Wall climber
8 Spotted animal
12 Literary
miscellany
13 Frankenstein's
gofer
14 Turkish currency
15 Energy
16 Lamb's pen
name
17 'Et tu" time
18 Movie dancer
— Powell
20 Fridge maker
21 She loved
Lennon
22 College degs.
23 Big illy
26 Radiology job
(hyph 1
30 Air-pump meas
31 Pine cousin
32 Teachers' org.
33 Pasta choice
36 Quack
38 Ms Arthur
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ORO@ BROM OUR
0111012 OMB 0LL
UCIMU IMMO R 0 I
DUO G,0
MUM
BOMB MOM
BOMB 000 MEMO
MOM
ILILI OUM
OBRU OBU HMO
DORM MUM@
OWO
MUUBB
MOO BROM MMMU
OM MOB 0D IE
000 012MU M E X

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Yielded
Indigo plant
Slangy lady
Typed sewage
Domed
residence
6 Roulette color
7 Time period
8 Cheesy
9 Verdi pnncess
10 Songbird
11 Apollo acronym
115

3

6

ill

19 Cyberspace
service
20 Dnvers org
22 Icy remark?
23 EMT
technique
11
MI1O

13

14

15

16

17

Ua

•

•

19
11
di

,111Aik VANitS 10-7

PEAINJUTS01110110

111
mil

MI
a

30
111

I'M SNORTER THAN YOU
NOUJ,BUT SOMEDAY I'LL
BE TALLER THAN YOU..

I'LL BE REAL TALL,
ANC) YOU'LL HAVE TO
LOOK 5TIZA161.1T UP
TO SEE MY EYES

AO.

IF A
NICE SMILE CORMAC
NOTHING ELSE MATTERS..
PERSON HAS A

I'LL. HAVE A NICE
SMILE AND VERY
TALL TEETH !

WM a
MI
ill
Milil
a
ill
di

rrh*e

I

I Subscribefor all your I
I
hometown news.

11

NM
ill

ill

11

ill

ill

24 Fin speed Ind.
25 Ullmann
of cinema
26 Noon. in
ancient Rome
27 Cuttlefish
defense
28 Once named
29 Realty-ad item
31 Spnng training
loc.
34 Spain and
Portugal
35 Above.
to poets
36 Most gauzy
37 Two-BR unit
39 'The Prisoner
of —'
40 Portend
41 Almondshaped
42 Oasis feature
43 Skiing mecca
44 Game for
(2 wds
45 Jeopardy
46 Cartoon
shrieks
48 Freight amts

Home Delivery
3 mo............-...$26.00
.......$51.00
6

Local Mail

1

Marshall)

3 mo.
6 mo. —....
1 yr.

$26""
$53.00
$91.00

Rest of KY/TN

I

I

iPorvear rischwan &

3 mo.
1
6 nto.
1 1 yr.
1
1

$83.00

.....—$116.00

Other Mail
Subscriptions
$7130
3 mo.
$101.00
6 mo.
$136.00
1 yr.Check
Visa

1
1
1
1

Money Order

I Name
I St. Address
City
Zip
I State
Daytime Ph.
I
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
I

53

ILw

0rir

KM
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12

18

I

IltitelP)D. I*1S9.
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39 Address part
40 Arbor
43 Business deal
47 In charge of
48 Jet route
49 Dessert choice
50 Melting-watch
artist
51 Offers
52 Disapproving
cluck
53 She, in Seville
54 Moniblund part
55 Go-aheads
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Hobbs awarded Meritorious
Service Award at meeting
Marcia Hobbs. RN. DSN,
was recently awarded the Mer--tuatious Service:Award at the
National Council of State
Boards of Nursing, Inc.
, NCSBNi
2005
Delegate
Assembly. A faculty member
at Murray State University.
Hobbs serves- as chair of the
department of nursing and is
also a member of the Kentucky Board of Nursing.
The Meritorious Service
..%ssard is granted to a board
or staff member of one of the
f. S state or territorial boards
of nursing for significant con-tdbutions to the purposes of
NCSBN. Criteria include promotion of the purpose of
NCSBN, positive impact on
the contributions of NCSBN and
demonstrated
support
in
NCSBN's mission.
NCSBN is a not-for-profit
organization Whose theintiership
comprises the boards of nursMSU Photo provided
ing in the SO states. the DisMarcia Hobbs, right, was recently recognized by the
trict of Columbia, and five
'nited States territories - Amer- National Council of State Boards of Nursing with the
ican Samoa. Guam. Northern Meritorious Service Award. Donna Dorsey, NCSBN presiMariana Islands. Puerto Rico dent, presented the award.
and the Virgin Islands. The
onotuttec 01 '...,,auhati,,hs, the work well w ith individuals and
purpose of NCSBN is to pro- Leadershipt muid Governance groups with diverse interests.
vide -an-- organization through Task Force and Committee. the She tirelessly advances the
which boards of nursing act Advanced Practice Registered sion, • vision and values of the
and counsel together on mat- Nurse Achisory Panel and the organization in her presentations
ters of common interest and Delegate AsSembly Advisory to, and interactions with, the
concern affecting the public Panel: and as a board mem- education, regulatory, profeshealth. safety and welfare. ber of the Kernuckv Board of sional, health care, nursing. genincluding the development of Nursing. eral public and military comlicensing examinations in nursHobbs' leadership has also munities."
ing.
Groups at the local, state,
carried tier into her military
When making the announce- career. She recentls retired as national and international levOfficials a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. els respect Hobbs as a nurse
ment.
NCSBN
described Hobbs as an ardent Arms Nurse Corp. Resers es leader. She has received numersince in the development of after serving as a chief nurse, ous honors and awards from
public policy to enthince the recruiter, clinical maihn2er, staff profe.ssional associations and
health and %veil being, of indi- nurse and in-serc Ice ci iordina- universits
officials. These
- community-vidualsrecognitions. have included:
Hot+. was recognized tor her -"'A
'
s a champion bitN—
CS-BN's
- Outstanding Faculty .Member.
energetic leadership qualities. s ision io build regulators %lemming Program Mentor,
Ink Iligence and wit cou- e‘Nilise s.oI1count.-11 Outstanding Young Women of
pled %k ith her devotion to pub- members sio,
embodies America and OinStandiritNurse
la protection. She has lieu% e- the ifi,
,,anization
%antes of of the Year. She has also served
k mtraluted to advancing reg- integrity. accifuntabiluv.
in sarious board roles for the
olatiir‘ excellence for publii.
%hum and. collaboration. county board of directors for
Protection through her work al
iiiethese attributes. the - American Red Cross, the
Nt'SBN as a former NICe pres- she is inswiittiff arid-thought- Area Health Education Center
ident of the board of directors ful in tindine solution. to com- Ads istiry Board and d church
Ind a %aluable member of the ply,
. prig-dent. and is able to ads isory board.
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ST. LOUIS 6, SAN DIEGO 2

Mulder mows down San Dieg
ST. LOUIS (AP) — So much tor the
late-season struggles by St. Louis Cardinals pitchers.
'Mark Mulder carried a shutout into
the seventh inning Thursday and shook
off a liner to his left biceps that left him
doubled over in pain to put his team on
the brink of a first-round playoff sweep.
The Cardinals again built an early lead
in a 6-2 victory over the San Diego
Padres that gave them a 2-0 advantage
in' the best-of-five NL division series.
"God knows I've been in this situation before and not won the series, but
this team's different," Mulder said. "It's
going to be fun."
Mulder. who gave up seven earned
runs in 5 2-3 innings in his final two
regular-season starts, was with the Oakland Athletics when they squandered a 20 lead -against the Red Sox in 2003. Matt
Morris will try to clinch it for' St. Louis

on Saturday at San Diego against Woody
Williams, who left the Cardinals as a free
agent after last season.
, The Cardinals, who led the majors with
100 wins, have advanced to the NL championship series four times in five chances
under manager Tony La Russa. San Diego,
which limped into the playoffs with an
82-80 record, trailed 8-0 in Game 1 and
4-0 in Game 2 before staging rallies that
fell short.
"It's not over, you have to win three
games, we're going home," Padres manager Bruce Bochy said. "We've got to
stay optimistic here, that's the only way
to approach it."
Mulder followed the lead of 21-game
winner Chris Carpenter, who had a 9.14
ERA in four late-season starts before
working six shutout innings in Game I.
Together, the two had put together a string
of 12 straight scoreless innings before

Lady Tigers cap off
First Region-best
record with win over

rival Marshall Co.

Xavier Nady's RBI single in the se‘enth.
La Russa figured he'd get maybe a
few more outs or a few more innings
out of his I6-game winner after he absorbed
the liner from Joe Banda. with one out
in the second. Mulder kept the arm loose
by retreating to the clubhouse between
innings and applying a heat pack.
"It got a little tighter each inning warming up so my first,- second and third
warmup pitch I just tried to basically
throw it as hard as. I could," Mulder said.
"Once the inning starts, there's so much
adrenaline it really didn't bother me that
much."
It was loose enough to induce four
double plays, tying an NLDS record. The
Padres were baffled by his sinker, hitting
13 groundball outs and only one flyball
out.
"I think his sinker started working a
lot better," said shortstop David Eckstein.

AP Photo

Cardinals' starting pitcher Mark Mulder winds up to
deliver a pitch in the first innning of Game 2 of their
National League Division Series against the San Diego
Padres in St. Louis Thursday.

ATLANTA 7, HOUSTON 1

Back In Business

Boys beat Paducah Tilghman
ley McCuiston recorded six
taff Report
for Murray, while .Claire
saves
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. — Harrington added two. LindThe Murray High Lady Tiger sey Freeman had five saves
soccer team capped off a suc- for the Lady Marshals.
Tigers 2,
cessful regular-season run on
Paducah Tilghman 1
Thursday night by defeating
— Ted MasPADUCAH.
Sicorid"DiStrict rival Marsh-all
thay and Blake McCuiston each
County 2-1.
The Lady Tigers ended the scored an unassisted goal as
season with a First Region- Murray High ended the regubest 13-5- lar season with a 2-1 victory
—1—feCard.----over----hofnemanding_ Pariiirah
Mtrrray Tilghman Thursday bight.
will Open
The Blue Tornado(8-7-1) got
postsea- • on the scoreboard first, when
son play Jacob Adams banged in the
on Mon- first goal off an assist by Zach
day, host- McGill just one minute into
g the match. The score stayed
n
i
Graves County at 5:30 p.m. in 1-0 through the remainder of
ihe opening game of the Secthe first half.
ond District -Girls' Soccer Tour-Murray High- 11=9-n hownament. The tournament will ever. bounced back in the seccontinue through Thursday ond half, as Masthay touched
night at the Mallary France the back of the net at the 35Soccer Complex.
minute mark. Fifteen minutes
Amy Futrell got MHS start- later, McCuiston booted in the
ed on Thursday night, scoring game-winning goal.
off a Peggy Ray assist 25 minThe Tigers lost the battle
utes into the match as the Lady of shots 14-9. Todd Buck had
Tigers carried that 1-0 lead four saves in goal for Murray,
into the halftime break. Mur- while Luke Welch added five
ray would strike again with 20 more in relief. Andrew Latino
minutes remaining, when Mal- recorded three saves for Tilghlory Cunningham scored off a man.
Blair Lane assist.
MHS, which will host the
Marshall County (9-4-3) got Second District boys' and girls'
on the scoreboard when Kelly. tournaments next week at the
McCoy scored an unassisted Mallary France Soccer Comgoal with 15 minutes to go, plex, begins postseason play
but it was too little too late on Monday against Mayfield
for the Lady Marshals.
at 7:30. The boys' district title
The two squads tied with match will be held on Thurs10 shots on goal apiece. Whit- day at 5:30 p.m.
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McCann, Smoltz take care of Astros; tie series

ATLANTA (AP) - Not long
after Brian McCann was called
up from the minors, John
Smoltz took the rookie catcher under his wing.
Their relationship paid off
big for the Atlanta Braves in
the NL playoffs.
Smoltz picked up where he
CALLOWAY 3,PADUCAH TILGHMAN 1
left off in 1999,throwing seven
strong innings against Houston to reclaim exclusive rights
to the title of baseball's winningest postseason pitcher. The
offense was provided by his
personal catcher, with McCann
hitting a three-run homer on
his first postseason swing —
off Roger Clemens, no less.
The Braves pulled away
for a 7-1 victory on a drizzly Thursday night, pulling
even in the best-of-five series
at one game apiece. Game 3
"We had a rough stretch
is: Saturday in Houston.
Staff Report
where we were playing stateAtlanta manager Bobby Cox
Murray Ledger & Times
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at the Jim Nix Soccer ComOn Thursday, Smith got the
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"Smoltzie told me from the
helpher goals in the first half,
mark of the first half. Five
go, 'Give me McCann,"
get
ing the Lady Lakers (7-10-1) minutes later, she scored again
Cox said. "John sort of adoptbreak a five-game losing streak off an assist by Lisa Hester.
ing him really made his year."
heading into Tuesday's Second Smith finished the hat trick
Smoltz chuckled at the genDistrict Tournament Opener wiith just five minutes left in
eration gap.
against Mayfield.
the half to complete the CCHS
"He took a picture with
While the losing streak was scoring.
me when he was 7 years old,"
Calloway had 26 shots on
tough for his team to take,
Smolt? said. "Now he's catchCalloway County head coach goal. Goalkeeper Beth Ross
ing for me in the biggest
Mike Smith said the five-game recorded 10 saves.
series of his Life."
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on
since the 1999 World Series,
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Smith's hat
trick trumps
Tilghman

at this le% el, it doesn't matter if he's 21 or 41. He's
going to hit that."-- -McCann was urged back
on the field by Cox. tipping
his cap to the roaring crowd
after becoming the first player in Braves history (including Boston and Milwaukee)
to homer in his first postseason at-bat.
joined
also
McCann
Clemens,43, in a more obscure
record: biggest age gap
between a pitcher and a batter who hit a postseason homer
— 21 years and 200 days,
according to the Elias Sports
Bureau.
"That won't sink in for a
while," McCann said.'"He is
one of the greatest pitchers
of all time. He just got a
pitch over the plate and I
connected. It was neat."
The Braves stretched their
lead to 5-1 in the third on
Adam LaRoche's two-run double. With Smoltz on the mound
AP Photo
— stiff shoulder and all —
endafter
reacts
lead was secure.
the
Smoltz
John
Atlanta Braves pitcher
the
is what he yearned
This
against
game
their
of
inning
h
sevent
ing the
spending three-plus
after
for
l
Nationa
the
Houston Astros during Game 2 of
as the Braves' closseasons
Atlanta
in
Field
Turner
League Division Series at
er, a role that left his playThursday.
off fortunes in the hands of
Roger
others.
say
would
"Logic
day
in the postseason _ one
Smoltz had to wait an extra
hand in that
after Houston's Andy Pettitte has the upper
to make this long-awaitChipper
s
day
Atlanta'
n,"
situatio
a
in
win
picked up his 14th
playoff start, getting
ed
wryly.
series-opening victory over the Jones said
With Smoltz bumped from the expected
time.
this
Not
Braves.
missed with Game 1 nod to give his shoulAtlanta trailed 1-0 when on deck, Clemens
then left der a little extra rest.
pitches,
two
first
his
plate
the
to
McCann stepped
plate.
No problem, considering
the
over
fastball
a
in the second inning with two
with a 409- how long he already had waited
connect
McCann
a
facing
outs,
two
on and
ricocheted into ed.
pitcher who made his major foot drive that
-in right
Smoltr was starting in the
bullpen
Braves'
the
Boston
the
for
debut
league
on for the first time
lead.
postseas
3-1
a
for
field
than
less
Red Sox in 1984 —
4 of the '99 World
pitch,"
Game
since
hittable
"A very
three months after McCann
a guy's Series.
"When
said.
Clemens
was born.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Division Series
Chicago vs. Boston
Tuesday
Chicago 14, Boston 2
Wednesday
Chicago 5. Boston 4 Chicago leads
series 2-0
Friday
Chicago (Garcia 14-81 at Boston
(Wakefield 16-12i 309 pm (ESPN2)
Saturday
Chicago iGariard 8-10,at Boston
(Schilling 8-8i 17 n9 irr rf necessary
(ESPN)
Sunday
Boston at Chicago. 3.09 p m , it necessary (ESPN)
Los Anodes vs. New York
Tuesday
New York 4 Los Angeles 2
Wednesday
Los Angeles 5. New York 3. series tied
1,1
Friday
Los Angeles (Byrd 12-111 at New York
(Johnson 17-8). 719 p m.(ESPN)
Saturday
Los Angeles (Washburn 8-8) at New
York iChacon 7-3). 330 P.m (FOX)
Sunday
New York at Los Angeles, 7 t 5 p.m., if
necessary (FOX)

MICHAEL DANN Ledger h Times Photo

Murray State senior golfer Ashley Kelbough helps Kim Hopkins with her swing, while fellow
golfers Cathy
Young and Melonie Lowe watch on Thursday morning at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Roughly 30 ladies
have taken part in the Miller Golf Course Women's Clinic for the past five weeks, which was
conducted
by Clubhouse and Pro Shop manager Will Snodgrass and Murray State women's golf coach
Velvet Milkman. The response was so overwhelming that members of the Murray State women's
golf team were
brought into help with instruction.

Pack's late pick beats No. 24 Ga.Tech
AI LANIA tAPi
Ocoigia Tech's Chan Gailey figured a short play-action pass
over the middle from NOnh Carolina State's 2-)ard line wnh
les% than a minute to play wasn't a high-percentage play. He
also thought be could afford
the gamble.
Alter all. it V. as a firstdown play. And the Yellow Jack_ets_coast_Atured if star receis er Calvin Johnson didn't make
the catch. no defender Would
t1Wt' r
ai le.s was (inl!. half right.
Johnson couldn't• make the
catch. hut N.C. State's Gar_land Heath caught_ the deflection off Johnsi
hands for
an end-time interception with,
2t) seconds left that sased the
Wollpack's 17-14 s lenity riser
NO. 24 Cieorgia Tech on Thur.night.
'It it's incomplete. which it
I. a inapirity ot the 11111e 11
HO1 a touchdown. ou'se
got two more &Asti% - becauseou's e got time enough to do
hat." Gailey • said.
(;alley said another reason
throw the hall in that situawn is because the clock would
RC been more of a factor if
a run pla had failed.
Johnson. Tech's star sopho'mire, set a career high with
„
halal

r

anda touchdow ii. hut N.('
State countered with touchdown passes of 80 and 40
yards from Jay Davis to Brian
('lark.
The 40-yard pass on a fleaflicker play gave the Wollpack
a 7-0 first-quarter lead, and
the 80-_sarder w ith 7:39 left to
play. gave N.C. State . a 17-14
lead.
Tech was in position to win
v.itlt a tirst-and-goaF-ar --he -2with 3.1 seconds left. Reggie
-Balr-intthe bands-of Johnvon, who was in the air as he
was hit hs Marcus Hudson.
Heath 'grabbed the hall and gor
two feet down before going
- out- the back - of-the end tone.
"It•s iust a heartbreaking
loss for our football team.Galley said.
North Carolina State (2-2,
*1-2 snapped a six-game losing streak in the Atlantic Coast
Conlerence and a four-game losing streak against the Yellow
Jackets 4 1-2-, 1-23. The Wolfpack won in Atlanta for the
first time since 1988.
"It's about time we got one,
and we almost didn't for the
same reasons: penalties," N.C.
State coach Chuck Amato said.
N.C. State was penalited 10
times for 98 yards.
"Penalties, penalties, penal.\
said. "But you

National League Division Series
Si Louis as. San Diego
Tuesday
Si Louis 8 San Diego 5
Thursday
St Louis 6, San Diego 2, Si Louis
leads series 2-0
Saturday
St Louis (Morris 14-101 at San Diego
(VV Williams 9-12), 1009 p.m (ESPN)
Sunday
Si Louis at San Diego, 3)09 p.m if

necessary(ESPN2)
Monday
San Diego at Si Louis 3-19 pm
necessary (FOX)
Atlanta vs Houston
Wednesday
Houston 10. Atlanta 5
Thursday
Atlanta 7, Houston 1. series tied 1-1
Saturday
Atlanta (Sosa 13-3) at Houston (Oswait
20-12) 7-05 pm (FOX)
Sunday
Atlanta at Houston, 12:09 p.m.(ESPN)
Monday
Houston at Atlanta, 7 19 p rn it necessary (FOX)

One lossfrom sweep,
defending champs
look forward
BOSTON )Al', — 'fony through his. legs. Tadahito
Graffanino quickly discovered lguchi then hit a three-Tun
why the Red Sox are the defend- homer off 42-year-old David
champions. They don't Wells for the 5-4 lead.
worry about hovv- deeti-tbe-hOle - It will be up to another -vet--,
is, they just start climbing.
eran. 39-year-old Tim WakeBoston did that last year field, to get Boston off to a
when it lost the first three good start Friday. The Red Sox
games of the AL championship had the best home record in
series to the New York Yan- the majors, but Chicago starter
kees, then won the remaining Freay -Garcia-has been excepfour and kept going by sweep- tional on the road with a 10ing St. Louis in the World 3 record and a 3.40 ERA.
Series.
"That's why I picked FredOn Friday. the Red Sox need dy to' pitch in the road trip,"
another comeback from a 2-0 Chicago manager Ozzie Guillen
deficit against the Chicago said.
White Soxs who can finish
them off at Fenway Park in
TOW'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY:
the beSt r.4-Ttue=
wies
"This team doesn't focus on
Lindy Suitor
Graffanino said.
liostem intoy name Arty
-There's nothing we can dii
To got 51
from, mow*.
about being down 2-0. We just
c511511 as h000r,
have to be ready to win the
608 Maio St. • 753-5142
next three ballgames. and the
TV, radio
attitude in here is.that's exactToday
ly what we're .going to do."
RACING
He sensed that attitude after.
4 p.m.
becoming Boston's starting secSPEED — NASCAR. Busch Senes
qualifying
pole
for United Way 300. at
ond baseman when he. was
Kansas City. Kan
traded by Kansas City on July
11 p.m.
19. It's helping him leave behind
SPEED — Formula One qualifying for
Japanese Grand Pnx at Suzuka
his damaging error in the fifth
Japan
inning Wednesday when ChicaCOLLEGE FOOTBALL
ors won 5-4 after trailing_ 4-0
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Syracuse at Connecticut
in Game 2.
GOLF
"If I focus on it, it's going
1 p.m.
ESPN
—
PGA Tour-WGC. American
to.consume me and affect the
Express Championship second round
way I play tomorrow and I
at San Francisco
don't want that to happen,"
3:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA, Longs Drugs
Graffanino said- Thursday. "I
Challenge second round. at Auburn
wish it never happened, but it
Calif
did. But in my &mi. I have
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
3 p.m.
to make believe it didn't hapESPN2 — Playoffs AL Division Series
pen.Chicago at Boston
The sure-fielding Graffani7 p.m.
ESPN
— Playoffs AL Division Series.
no let the potential inning-endLos Angeles at New York
in
ilouhle-plas grounder roll
yOur

AP Photo

Georgia Tech's James Johnson, right, is pulled down
by North Carolina State's Garland Heath (19) during
the third quarter Thursday at Bobby Dodd Stadium in
Atlanta, Ga. Heath had a game-winning interception
later on.
know what'? Nobody on that
team ever gave up. Nobody
on that team ever quit. Nobody
thought we wouldn't hold them
and go into overtime or do
itiir.'tliin hi o in the end zone"

Though Heath had the interception. Hudson's -pressure on
Johnson was not overlooked
by his coach,
"No doubt," Amato said
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Murray St. vs. Jacksonville St. Scouting
Saturday, Oct. 8, 2005•6 p.m.
ort
Rep
ium • Murray, Ky.

OVC Standings
tarlatan

SAC
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern *mots
Samford
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Murray State
Tennessee State
Southeast Missoun

2-3
3-1
2-2
2-4
2-3
1-4
1-3
1-3
0-5

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-2

Stewart Stad

Saturday, Oct. 8
Tennessee Tech at UT-Martin — 2 pm.
Samford at Eastern Ky — 530 p m
Eastern III at SE Missouri — 6 pm,
Murray State vs. Jai. State —6 p.m.
•All Times Central

JSU Quick Facts
SCOTT NANNEY(Ledger & Times Photo

Jacksonville, Ala
Location
1883
Founded
9,061
Enrollment
Red & White
Colors
DrWilliam Meehan
President
Director of Ath.......... ....Jim Fuller
1-4
2005 Record
Lenervinners Returning/Lost .42/20
16/9
Starters Returning/Lost ..

Junior quarterback Ken Topps, shown here
in the first quarter of last week's loss at
Tennessee Tech, is questionable for this
week's play against visiting Jacksonville
State after re-aggravating a shoulder injury
against the Golden Eagles.

The recent history of the Murray
State and Jacksonville State football
programs couldn't be any more different.
The Gamecocks enter Saturday's
Ohio Valley Conference showdown in
Murray as the league's two-time
defending champion — having won the
title in their first two seasons as members of the conference.
Entering 2005. JSU was 14-2 in
OVC play and 17-6 overall in the last
two seasons. The Racers, meanwhile.
had compiled just an 11-12 record in the
last two years, and head coach Joe
Pannunzio is just 29-31 overall in his
sixth season at the MSU helm.
However, both programs head into
tomorrow night's kickoff on equal footing — the Gamecocks are just 1-4,
while Murray has posted only, a 1-3
mark in the early part of its schedule.
More importantly, both squads are 0-1
in OVC play.
History says that doesn't bode well
for the prospects of the loser of
Saturday's contest. In its previous 57
years, the OVC has only crowned a
two-loss champion once — in 1962,
when East Tennessee State, Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead State and Middle
Tennessee State each finished with a 42-record in league play.
In each of the other 56 seasons, the

September
3 at Mississippi State '
Indiana State
17
at Illinois State
24
October
1 at Tennessee Tech
8 Jacksonville State
at Samford
15
22 Eastern Illinois
at SE Missouri
29
November
5 Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
12
at UT-Martin
17

d,••
:n

THE MATCHUP: The Gamecocks and the Racers have only met
twice before with each team winning on its home field. ... Three
members of the MSU coaching staff have University of Mississippi
Rebel
ties to JSU offensive coordinator Ronnie Letson, who was a
o
receiver during his playing days. ... MSU skipper Joe Pannunzi
coached tight ends and was the Rebels' special teams coordinator,
while Racer assistant coaches Morris Scott and Derek Jones were
Letson's teammates.
SCOUTING JSU: Jacksonville State is 1-4 for the first time since
yards
1999 with a 1-1 record in OVC action.... In addition to his 541
leaguea
up
racked
has
Green
Clay
RB
junior
ypg),
rushing (1081
2nd
high 341 kick return yards (26.2 ypr) to lead the OVC and rank
nationally in all-purpose yardage (188.8 ypg). ... Senior QB Maurcie
Mullins has thrown just 11 interceptions throughout his four-year
career, and last week's two INTs marked only the second time he has
been picked off twice in a single game. ... JSU's offensive unit has

L 38-6
W,27-15
L. 42-0
L 42-21
6 p.m.
1 pm
3 p.m.
1 pm
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
7pm

• Home games in bold

dm •

•di

GoOti_
LIACK

A
.
•

RACERS!

RACERS

e.•

From Your Friends at

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN
MERCURY

•

k Crowe has a 32.
:
record in his sixth season atk.
be Gamecocks' head coach..';'
rowe, who has compiled
58 recOrd in his I I th sea.t
son -as a head coach. has led
JSU the last two Ohio Valley
ft
, onference championships.
Crowe has more than 30;
ears of coaching experience
oa,
•t
the collegiate level, having..
•
'tied at Auburn. Clemson,
' Arkansas and Baylor. He
helped guide those teams to
six conference championships
and 10 bowl appearances.
That's a Winner: JSU
quarterback Maurice Mullins
has a career record of 17-8 as
a starter. with losses to North
Alabama (2003), Western
entucky (2003). Tennessee
ech (2004), Furman (2004.
2005), Chattanooga (2005).
UAB (2005)• and Eastern
Kentucky (2005).
Mullins has lost just two
OVC games during his career,
sporting a 14-2 record against
league competition. The
--Cliffilla, Gal.--riaTIVe wn 12
straight regular-season games
scored on only one opening drive this season.... Sophomore WR
as the Gamecocks' starting
Taurean Rhetta is also among Conference leaders in receptions 14.0
has
unit
defensive
signal caller before JSU
JSU's
ypg)....
rpg) and all-purpose yardage 193.6
dropped a 16-13 decision to
allowed only two rushing plays longer than 20 yards in 180 attempts
Tennessee Tech last fall.
by Gamecock opponents this season. ... Senior safety Darren
Williams has recorded double-digit tackles in three of five outings in
Working Overtime: Since
2005 and leads the team with 42 stops overall.
i,the NCAA established a tieSCOUTING MSU: MSU has been outscored 49-7 in the third quarreaker system in 1995. JSU
ter this season. ... Uncertainty about the kicking game has kept the
kicker
0-4 in overtime contests.
5
starting
as
2005,
in
4
Racers from attempting a field goal
ft.
slate
Morgan Riley is out for th season with a knee injury. ... Junior WR 4The Gamecocks' winless
after
s
reception
for
10
includes
Top
sessions
league's
the
extra
tin
Jonathan Oland moved into
catching 10 passes for 136 yards last week against Tech. ... :itheir first-ever OVC loss at
Sophomore WR Maurice Marchman is about quality, not quantity,
- Statp on ock-.03
thus far in '05 as he is d'ICI aging a league-high 26.3 yards per catch_
with two touchdowns in only six receptions (52.7 ypg).

ame Notes

2005 MSU Schedule

a
ix
in

Crowe

conference winner has had either zero
or no losses. The league champion has
finished unbeaten 35 times, including a
stretch of seven years in a row from
1991 to 1997.
_Since 1997, only two teams —
Tennessee State in 1999 and Eastern
Illinois in 2001 — have finished their
conference seasons undefeated.
If the Racers are to earn their first
OVC crown since 2002. they will likel)
have to win all of-their remaining seven
games.
. While the task is certainly daunting,
it is possible. MStrlias four of those
games within the friendly confines of
Roy Stewart Stadium. where it is a stellar 19-7 under Pannunzio, including 'a
27-15 triumph over Indiana State in this
year's home opener on Sept. 17.
One of those 19 home wins was a
ovei
victory
ov erti me
23-17
Jacksonville State on Oct. 4. 2003.
which. at the time, marked the
Gamecocks first OVC. loss. JSU has
lost just three league games in two-plus
'seasons.
In that contest. the Racers trailed 1210 at haltime and 17-10 entering the
fourth quarter. hu tied the score on a 12
yard touchdown pass from Stewart
Childress to Deandre Green. MSU later
won the game in OT on a 20-yard run
by tailback Ulysses Odoms.

701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273
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rdon
Groves seeks dismissal of charges, claims covered by pa
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Former gubernatorial chief of
staff Daniel Groves has asked a
judge to dismiss his indictment,
claiming that he is covered by a
parckni and amnesty signed by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
Prosecutor Scott CrawfordSutherland disputed the legal
reasoning, but also teed off on
Pletcher for trying to subvert the
special grand jury investigation
by offering an amnesty to any
who might be charged.
Crawford-Sutherland.said the
pardons were an abuse of the
executive power.
"The governor has the power
to pardon named individuals and
he's done so." CrawfordSutherland said. The fact - that
they were friends and associates
of his does not change the smell
of the pardon."
Groves was indicted on three
Misdemeanor charges that he
violated state personnel laws.

Two charges allege he conspired
with others to arrange jobs for
political friends in the state
highway garage in Breathitt
County. The third charge alleges
he created the Governor's
Personnel Initiative in Fletcher's
administration specifically to
skirt the Merit System laws and
get political friends appointed to
state jobs.
On Aug. 29, Fletcher pardoned the nine people who had
then been indicted, and sought
to extend an amnesty and pardon
in advance anyone who might be
charged by the special grand
jury that is conducting the personnel investigation. Groves
was not named in the pardon,
but Fletcher has maintained it
should apply tt) him.

Paul Harnice, Groves' attorney, said all of the activities
alleged in the indictment took
place prior to Fletcher's pardon.
"Thus, a plain reading of the
blanket amnesty provision of the
pardon, along with the legal
authorities.... support the conclusion that the indictment
against the defendant should be
quashed, held for naught and
stricken from the record," said
the motion.
Harnice's motion, filed in
Franklin County Circuit Court.
cites historic precedent going
back to President George
Washington's pardons to participants in the Whisky Rebellion
shortly after the United States
was formed.
But even Harnice noted that

there is little legal precedent in
Kentucky for the kind of broad
amnesty Fletcher sought to
grant. Even so. Harnice said
Kentuek-y's pardon power granted to a governor in the state constitution follows the federal
authority given a president.
And he cites President Jimmy
Carter's amnesty to draft
dodgers after the Vietnam War
as an example of the kind of
broad power that has been used.
Groves was indicted last
week along with Vince Fields.
Fletcher's former local outreach
director, who is also expected to
claim coverage by the pardon.
An indictment against acting
Cabinet
Transportation
Secretary Bill -Nighbert is also
pending and arraignment on all

three is not expected until the
legal questions about the pardon
are resolved.
Groves, who has been with
Fletcher since helping run _his
first campaign for Congress,
quit the administration just
before Fletcher announced the
dismissal of nine people.
"These are friends and associates of the governor. It smacks
of cronyism," said CrawfordSutherland.
Fletcher's office released a
brief response later and said it
would not be drawn into a
"political war of words" with
Stumbo's office.
Fletcher's office has previously accused Stumbo of conducting a "political witch hunt"
with the investigation, intimated

that the investigation has contributed to a shortfall in the state
pension system and accused
Stumbo of "misguided antics,"
abuse ,of _power and bringing
charges that afe "tan-MI.11(MM to
noodling out of season," using a
term for a type of fishing.
The grand jury on Thursday
Cabinet
aaw • Pei-Wand
Secretary Erwin Roberts and his
administrative assistant. Amy
Andrews. Both appeared only
briefly in the grand jury room
before accompanying CraWfordSuthlerland to a closed-door
conference with the judge.
That practice has indicated
the witnesses invoked their Fifth
Amendment right against selfincrimination.

UNBELIEVABLE!

1.1cm-AK4inin

'Positive
development'
announced in
KAPT suit
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
Attorney General Greg Stumbo
today announced a positive
development in his lawsuit on
behalf of families who invested
in the Kentucky's Affordable
Prepaid Tuition Fund KAPT).
The Attorney General and
Robbie Rudolph, Secretary of
_the Finance and Administration
Cabinet, both . filed motions for
Summary Judgment in the law
suit filed by the Attorney
General to protect the investments- -in -the --KAPT program
made by parents for their children's higher education costs.
Secretary Rudolph admits in his
motion that. "the General
Assembly cannot prohibit the
KAPT Board from accessing the
abandoned property fund in the
future to pay any unfunded liabilities owed to the current
_KAP:I- contract holders." This
a major‘o,ccss in the Attorney
General's battle to protect parems' investments in their eh&
dren's futures.
The Attorney General continues to contest the diversion of
$13.7 million from the KAPT
--Fund as an unconstitutional-talc-- _
mg of private property by state
government. Although Secretary
Rudolph voted for the original
transfer from the abandoned
property fund, and later carried
out the transfer to the KAPT
Fund, Secretary Rudolph now
claims the transfer was "wrong7
ful."
General
Attorney
The
believes Secretary Rudolph and
the rest of the KAPT Board
acted correctly hy erasing the
$13.7 million deficit in the program. Had the Board waited for
the program to go into default,
the deficit would have.grown to
more than 554 million, based
upon current actuarial projections
"1 will not permit irrespon.t
ble management of the KAPT •
said.
program." . Stumbo
"Although the admission by
Secretary. Rudolph is an important development in the case.
issues remain which must be
ruled upon to ensure the investthents of our cintens are safe
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